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STRENGTHENING THE CAPABILITY OF CITIES
FOR DEVELOPMENT PLANNING:THE MLGCD EXPERIENCE

liThe State shall guarantee and promote
the autonomy of local government units to

ensure their fullest development as self·
reliant communities and make them more

effective partners in the pursuit of nettonet
development and social progress. 11

-Local Government Code

Tito C. FirmaUno
Associate Professor

Institute of Environmental Planning
University of the Philippines

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF URBAN
PLANNING IN THEPHILIPPINES

Centralized Planning

For several years the planning of urban
communities In the Philippines was mainly a
responslblIlty' of the central government.
Under the American colonial administration
and also during the Co~monwealth era, the
planning of all cities and municipalities was

entrusted to the Bureau of Public Works.1

Planning of cities and municipalities at that
time consisted generallyof project decisions
related to design and location of public
buildings, roads, and local parks.2 It was not
surprising, therefore, to find the engineers
and the architects to have dominated the
planning field during the pre-waryears.

1This was mentioned by A.D.Wllllems, Director
of Public Works and A.T. Sylvester, Designing
Engineer. In their paper presented at the World
engineering Congress,Tokyo. 1929.

2AISO Inferred In the paper of Willlems and
Sylvester.
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At tl1e end of World War U, the Common
wealth Government, which had been In exile
In the United States during the Japanes
Occupation, was reestablished, with Osmena
as the Chief executive.Manyof the Philippine
cities and provincial capitals had beenruined:
public buildings (especially In Manila) such
as schools, hospitals, and those housing
national offices were razed to the ground.
The top policy makers of the country saw the
opportunity to rebuild the cities along a more
rational and firmer basis. President Osmel"la
consequently created the National Urban
Planning Commission through Executive
Order 98 Issued In 1946. The Commission
was basically tasked with three responsi
bilities: (1) preparation of general plans for
urban communities, (2) adoption of zoning
ordinances to guide the use of land and
buUdlngs and to control the height and lot
coverage of buildings, and (3) adoption of
subdivision regulations that would govern
the form and character of still undeveloped
land Intended for residential subdlvlslons.3
Implementation of general plans, zoning
ordinances and subdivision regulations was
the responsibility of the respective municipal
Ities and cities, but the legislative body of a
municipality or city could disapprove the
general plan or zoning ordinance only If a
three-fourths voteof Its members wasobtained
and the expianatlon of disapproval was
forwarded to the Chairman of the National
UrbanPlanning Commlsslon.4

The National Urban Planning Commission
continued to function under the Philippine
Republic which was inaugurated in April 1948.
Another law, Republic Act 333, passed In
1948, created the National Capital Planning
Commission with the main function of pre
paring a master plan for the new capital of
the Philippines. The nucleus of this new.
capital was Quezon City which at· that time
consisted largely of residential suburbs.

In 1950, Executive Order 367 was Issued,
which merged the National Urban Piannlng

3From a speech by A.C. Kayanan, chief planner,
National Urban Planning Commission, delivered at
the District and City Englneer&' Convention, Manila
Hotel, August 16, 1949.

4lbid.
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Commission with the Capital City Planning
Commission and the Reai Property Board to
form a single agency known as National
Planning Commission. The Commission was
placed under the direct control and supervi
sion of the President and had Its chairman
and six members all appointed by him. The
Administrative staff of the Commission cen
slsted of four divisions (city planning, regional
planning, zoning and regUlatory, and admin
Istrative), headed by a planning director.
Most of the powers originally exercised by
the three merged agencies were granted to
the Commission.

After 20yearsof existence,the Commission
could report the following as Its accomplish
ments:5

- Preparation of development plans for
42 cities, 406 municipalities and 30
municipal districts and barrios

- Processing of some 5,000 subdivision
plans, both for private developers and
the government

- Processing andapproval of sale, reserva
tion, donation, lease, and exchange of
prlvete parcels of land for public
purposes.

The report did not reveal, however, how
many of the development pTans for both the
urban and rural communities were actually
Implemented.

Ironically, although the Commission was
piaced under the Office of the President,
it was not sufficIently funded. It suffered
from shortage of manpower to carry out Its
task of preparing plans for the cities and the
municipalities; In 1959, through the enact
rnant of the Local Autonomy Act (R.A.2264)
the Commission lost Its power to adopt.
zoning regulations for the local polltlcal units.
The law reiterated a previous SupremeCourt
decision nullifying the exercise of such
power by the Commlssion.S

°Information furnished by the National Planning
Commission, 1970.

6See James L. Magavern's "Physical Planning
Law In the Philippines: The Need for LegiSlation"
in the Ph1llppine Law Journal, Vol. XUII, No.4,
September 1968,p. 684.



Decentralization of Urban Planning

As stated earlier, the Local Autonomy Act
of 1959 vested on the municipal and city
governments the power to enact zoning
ordinances. The Act, likewise, decentralized
the function of preparing development plans,
reducing considerably the Commission's
powers and converting It to a mere advisory
body which advised local governments on
matters concerning planning.

In support of the Autonomy Act, President
Oloedado Macapagal, In 1962, Issued Admin
Istrative Order 31 directing the municipal
boards and city councils {legislative bodies
of the municipalities and clUes} to organize
planning boards which should prepare
physical development plans, subdivision and
zoning regulations, and the bUilding code.
Administrative Order 31 stipulated that
thenceforth public Improvements should be
In harmony with the dUly approved town or
city development plan. Then, In 1968,PresI-
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dent Ferdinand E. Marcos Issued Exeoutlve
Order 121 which paved the way for the
organization of a provincial development
committee In each province with the primary
function of adopting a development pian for
the province.

The Local Autonomy Act miserably failed
to motivate the cities and municipalities to
draw up their respective development plans.
A few cities did have zoning ordinances
enacted and put Into effect. With USAIO
assistance, the National Economic Council
(top planning body of the country) In 1967
Initiated the Urban Development Project
Which proVided technical and limited com
modity Msistance to foul' salected cities.
The assistance was in the foltowlng forms:
1}preparation and Implementation of a com
prehensive urban development plan,
2) Improvement of city administration and of
standards In public services, 3} social better
ment and economic development programs,
and 4} mobilization of support of other agen
ChiS In legislative matters, programs and
fundlngs.

Briefingon Workshop ProcedureB by ABB'. Chief Rogello Tria, Urban Developmant Division.
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C8gayan de Oro was one of the cities
selected for the Project and had agreed to
perform the following: 1) revitalize the city
planning and developmentboard by providing
it with adequate technical staff, 2) cooperate
with the Project In undertaking studies,
3) encourage citizen involvement In com
munity undertakings, 4) provide counterpart
personnel to work with the survey teams
sent by the Project, and 5) provide office
space, clerical assistance, and supplies to
experts and other personnel employed by
the Project.

One tangible output of this arrangement
which benefited C8gayan de Oro City was
the formulation of the City'S development
plan in 1971 with aeslstance from urban
planning experts from Manila. The plan was
later revised by the local planners who were
trained through a special course In.urban
planning conducted by the Urban Develop
ment Division of the Bureau of Community
Development, Ministry of Local Government
and Community Development.

The success of C8gayan de Oro could be
attributed to such favorable factors as:
1) positive climate for planning due to the
presenceof civic-minded citizens, stimulated
by the highly motivated city leadership;
2) assignment In C8gayan de Oro of an
American peace corps volunteer who had an
advancfd degree In urban planning from
Columbia University In New York; and 3) an
organized system of citizen participation in
community activities channeled through a
citizens' committee which assisted the city
officials In the ImVlementation of locally
supported projects.

The case of C8gayali de Oro is quite an
exception In a country where paternalism
pervades and where local officials generally
seekassistance from the central government

7 Resolution No. 487 passed by the Municipal
Boardof cagayan de Oro City on December2, 1963,
defined the powers and functions of the cagayan
de Oro City Planning and Development Board In
relation to the physical, social and economic
development of the citY.
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for even matters of purely local interest.
Santiago and Magavern In their article In the
April 1973 Issue of the Philippine Pla.nning
Journal pointed out that the local governments
had either failed to exercise their planning
powersor hadnot exercised them effectively.
In support of their contention, the 1969situa
tion was cited Wherein only eight per cent of
1,375municipalities and 42 per cent of the 55
cities had formally created local planning
boards and one per cent of the municipalities
and 13 per cent of the cities had passed
zoning ordinances.

In the same article, the reasons for the
poor performance of the local governments
in urbanplanningweresummarized as follows:
1) the local governmentshad inadequatestaff
and lacked planning expertise and financial
resources required for effective planning
administration; 2) the local governments
failed to develop a strong administrative and
procedural framework for planning;3) develop
ment regulations adopted had no reference
to any comprehensive plan or clear develop
ment objectivesand standards; 4) the planning
app~oach was unrealistic and generally
design-oriented, often unrelated to social
and economic conditions of urban areas;
5) local decisions were not properly Integrated
with the national sectoral plans and policies;
and 6) the local governments themselves
weregenerally weak,being too de~ndent on
the national government for funds and other
matters affecting local development.

PLANNING ASSISTANCE TO LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS BYTHE MINISTRY OF

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

The Ministry's Urban Pllnnlng Responsibility

The reorganization of the national govern
ment after the declaration of martial law,



in 1972, led to the creation of the Ministry
(formerly department) of Local Government
andCommunIty Development (MLGCD) which
is vested with the power of supervision over
local government units, as well as with the
task of improving their administrative capa
bility. In addition, the Ministry had a major
responsibility as regards the formulation of
local developmentplans and the coordination
of these plans with national development
policies and programs.8

The Bureau of Community Development
under the Ministry was specifically charged
with the functions related to urban planning,
namely: 1) providing assistance to local
government authorities in the formUlation,
implementation, and evaluation of compre
hensive development plans and programs,
and 2) coordinating with national agencies
concerned with economic planning, envi
ronmental planning,and regional development
and those that financedevelopment projects.9
The National PlanningCommission, rendered
anaemic by the enactment of Republic Act
2264, was transferred to this Bureau and
consequently renamed Environmental Plan
ning Division.

The Ministry officials were very much
cognizant of the weaknessesof local govern
ments insofar as evolving comprehensive
development plans was concerned. They
knew, for Instance, that planning expertise
was practically absent in cities and munic
ipalities and to initiate community studies
and analysis, consultants from Manila had to
be hired.

Apparently, only few cities had planning
bodies that could oversee the preparation of
development plans. As noted earlier,
Administrative Order 31 of President Maca
pagal was issued precisely to facilitate the

8Sse Article II, Sec. 4, of Part XVII, Chapter I of
the Philippine Government Reorganization Plan,
1972.

9Jbid., Article IV,Sec. 4.
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formation of planning boards or councils by
local authorities. However, there was not
much enthusiastic response to this order
which could be due to the lack of trained
planners in the cities and municipalities.

It was In recognition of the above inade
quacies that the MLGCD introduced In 1974
its Urban Development Program with the
follOWing objectives: 1) to assist the city
governments In organizing, reactivating, or
Improving the effectiveness of city planning
bodies; 2) to assist In the formulation of com
prehensive development plans in all cities;
3) to provide assistance In the implementa
tion of physical, economic, and soelo-culturet
projects and activities In urban communities
through the growth point area approach; and
4)to undertake urbanaction-research projects.

To implement the Program, the Ministry
issued Memorandum-Circular No. 74-20 on
March 11, 1974, providing guidelines in the
setting up of the city planning and develop
ment staff (CPOS) and in the training of the
core personnel of said unit.

Implementation of the Urban
DevelopmentProgram

This Programwas directiy administered by
the Urban Development Division of the
Bureau of Community Development. Pilot
cities which were selected to participate in
this Program agreed to the terms stipulated
in a Memorandumof Agreement defining the
responsibilities of both the Ministry and the
city government. The package of assistance
consisted of technical and financial support.
The technical aspects came In various forms
such as making available technical staff of
the Ministry upon request by the city govern
ment, undertaking research and feasibility
studies, and training of the core personnel of
the City Planning and Development Staff to
be organized by the pilot city upon its entry
into the Program.
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Planners andofficial' givingcfltiqueonPueno Prlnc..Plan.

Financial support included the Initial salary
of the urban pianner for a duration of one year
of duty. the expensas of field Interviewers
conducting surveys. end a counterpart fund
for research and printing of the framework
development plan.

Composition andFunctionsof
CPOB andCPOS

Memorandum-CircUlar 74-20of the Ministry
proVided guldetlnes for the organization of
the City Pianning and Development Board
(CPOS) and the CPOS. It also defined the
composition and functions of both bodies.

With the creation of the CPOS, It was
hoped that planning actMtlas at the city level
could be systematized, avoiding thereby
uncoordinated decisions among the different
service agencies operating on this level.
According to this Memorandum-Circular the
CPOS and the CPOS could be created by an
appropriate city council or city board resolu
tion with the mayor retaining his power of
appointment.

The main functions of the CPOS were as
follows: 1) prepare, recommend and keep
up-toodate an Integrated, realistic, responsive
and comprahenslve development program
designed to achieve effective employment of
the human, physical and other resources of
the city; 2) provide Information and technical
advice necessary In the formUlation of plans
and policies and the needed support In their
Implementation; and 3)study and recommend
criteria In determining priorities for Imple
mentation of programs and projects.

The cor,,position of the CPOSas suggested
by the Ministry would Include the city admin
Istrator or head of CPOS.city treasurer. city
superintendent of schools, city public works
supervisor 01' city engineer, prasldent of
barangay councils 01' of the federation of
barangays. city development officer, vice
mayor or a representative of the Sanggunlang
Panglungsod, and two members representing
the private sactor. The city mayor may assume
the chairmanship of the CPOS 01' the board
may elect Its own chairman.
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Presentation of Plan by SHay City pl8nnefS andofficials.

The CPOSwas supposed to be assisted by
a staff known as the City Planning and
Development Staff (CPOS). The CPOS had
the following Important functions: 1)provide
staff support and assistance to the CPOS In
carrying out Its tasks; 2) assist In the formu
lation of developmentpolicies andobjectives;
3) conduct community surveys and analyze
development needs and potentials, and
4) provide technical assistance and services
to other offices with functions directly relatad
to urban development.

Essentially a multidisciplinary body, the
CPOS should have had the following person
nel complement: a city development coordi
nator, an urban planner, a management
specialist, economist, sociologist, engineer
Ing analyst, fiscal analyst, statistician, and
clericalaides. certainly, the financial resources
of the particular city would determine the
number and types of personnel that could be
hired.

Dearth of graduates with planning back
ground hindered the organization of the
CPOS in most MI..GCD pilot cities. Underthis
situation a program in city planning to train
the core personnel of the CPOSbecame an
urgent necessity. Thus, a special course In

7

urban planning to be administered by the
Urban Development Division was designed
with the Institute of Environmental Planning
providing the lecturers and training con
sultants.

Nature oftheTraining Program

Two training courses were organiZed.
One was the foundation course to teach the
participants the basic methodology of urban
planning and the other was an advanced
course, which was introduced later, focusing
on special problem areas. The foundation
course, also known as special course in
urbanplanning,hadthe following objectives:10

1) to help the participants understand the
different requirements in the preparation of a
comprehensive city plan; 2) to acquaint the
participants with the different development
approaches in planning specific sectors of
the city; 3}to developIn the participants skills
In the evaluation of plan alternatives and
In subsequent Implementation of the duly

10lnformatlon about the training program of the
Urban Development Division, Bureau of CommunilY
Development. ML.GCD, was furniShed by Rogello
Tria, Officer-in-Charge of the said Division.
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approved plan; and 4) to gain skills In the
preparation of schemes of action for specific
problem areas.

The course consisted of three parts: 1) the
academic portion which lasted for about
six weeks; 2) a short practical exercise con
ducted in a laboratory city covering a period
of twoweeks;and 3)a fieldwork of a four-month
duration done in the participant's own city
where he or she had to undertake surveys
and collect data which could be utilized in
analyzing the various aspects of the city's
problems and development and from which
analysis the participants were expected to
evolve the development plan.

From the academic portion of the course
the participants learned theories of urban
ization and industrial location as well as
some principles of urban and land use man
agement. They, likewise, became familiar
with the methodology of urban planning.

The practical exercise In a laboratory city
provided them with an opportunity to test the
planning methodology and approaches In a
limited scale. This experience was repeated
in their city of assignment where they were
asked to apply whatever knOWledge and skills
they had previously gained.

At the end of the fieldwork, the city mayor
or his representative, together with the
participants from his city, had to present the
completed draft of the plan to the members
of the training staff who could offer suggest
Ions to improve the plan. In all cases, the
plans were subsequently adopted by the
lawmaking body of the respective cities.

EVALUATION OFTHEPROGRAM

An evaluation of the Program, particularly
the CPOSand Its activities and functions In
the city bureaucracy, was undertaken In 1979
by Juan Volfango, Jr., Chief of the Urban
Development Division, MLGCO, as a topic
for a master's thesls.11 The study which was
Intended to provide a basis for strengthening

11The Master's thesis entitled: City Planning
and Development Staff: New Local Institution for
Developmentwas submitted to the National Defense
College of the Philippines.
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the role of the CPOS In the "Local develop
ment process and In decision-making"
covered five sample cities Included In the
Program.

Volfango's findings showed that positive
steps had been taken to Institutionalize the
CPOS. For instance, the CPOS In the five cities
studied were all created by virtue of an
ordinance. This means that their creation
was a commitment by both the legislative
and the executive branches of the 10c~1

government. Another alternative was for the
mayor to issue an executive order creating
the CPOS, which was done before under the
USAIO Urban Development Project. With the
Sangguniang Panglungsod taking the Initia
tive, the CPOS should find no difficulty In
securing funds for Its support.

Another factor that contributed to the
Institutionalization of the CPOS was the
stablllty of Its financial resources as Indicated
by the city budget. In the budget for 1979 of
the five cities, the CPOS obtained financial
allocations for personnel services. Four cities
had outlays for supplies and three had
outlays for training and travel. The planning
bodies of three cities received separate Items
of appropriation for their operations while
those of two cities had appropriations
integrated with the mayor's office.

Cities with relatively higher Incomes had
greater number of positions created. One city
had 10 positions created, two had seven, and
the other two had three each. The most
common positions filled, wherein at least
three cities had them Included in their CPOS
plantllla, were those of the coordinator,
urban planner, engineering analyst, fiscal
analyst, economist and statistician. Over
50 per cent of the CPOSpositions in the five
cities were occupied by appointees in
permanent status.

As envisioned by the Program, the cpoe
was the body originally charged with the
responsibility of formulating the local develop
ment plan with the CPOS providing the
necessary technical assistance. In reality,
however, the CPOS became the main plan
ning body with the cpoe acting as a medium
for promoting "wider citizen participation,"
since the latter had among its members
representatives of the civic and religious
sectors.
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Mayor C.sar P. Dizon of &In Ptlblo City presiding over CPDSs.ss/on.

The CPOSlater grew ltlactlve because the
members were not motivated and some of
them werebusy with tl'lelr own office programs
and personal business functions.

It was revealed In the study that strong
peraonallties developed between the CPOS
and the mayor.The.Iattersought the former's
assistance In the preparation of the annual
budget and In the selection of projects for
Implementation.The CPOS providedtechnical
support to the mayor In his varled..functlons
especiallyIn those requiringfacts or knowledge
about the city's development, land use and
major city projects mentioned In the develop.
mentplan.

The CPOS maintained vefy close working
relations with three other city offices: 1) the
city engineer's office. 2) the city treasurer's
office, and 3) the city assessor's office. This
was underatandable. The CPOSand the city
engineer were both Interested In the "Imple
mentation of Infrastructure projects and In

the proper execution of the zoning
ordinance and the national building code."
In the preparation of the city budget and of
the capital improvement program, the city
treasurer and the CPOS consulted with each
other on what projects were In the priority list.
The city assessor had to work closely with
the CPOS due to the renewed emphasis on
the real property tax administration aimed at
Increasing the city revenue.

Basedon the results of the study, Volfango
recommended that the city government
should exert greater efforts in attracting
"qualified and technically competent workers"
to fill up positions in the CPOS. He also
suggested further upgrading of the skills of
those already In the service to enhance their
competencein planningand project Implemen
tation. He concluded that the CPOSseemed
to have found its rightful place in the city
bureaucracy as a planning body that could
Integrate development efforts to promote
the welfare of the city and Ite citizens. 0



THE PASTORA PLANNING PROJECT:
LESSON OF EXPERIENCE IN LOCAL

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING·

Gerardo S. eatabla
Associate Professor

Institute of Environmental Planning
University of the Philippines

Humberto U. Amoranto
Regional Executive Director

National Economic and Development Authority
Region IV

• This article is basedon a collaboratlve<effort of
the authors In the preparation of a revised manual
on the National Economic and Development
Authority (NEDA) Regional Office of Region IV
(Southern Tagalog) Planning Assistance Service
to Rurai Areas (PASTORA) Project. Mr. caiabla Is
an Associate Professor of environmental planning
at the University of the Philippines, Institute
of Environmental Planning and a practicing
planning consultant to government agencies and
private organizations. Mr. Amoranto is currently
the Regional executive Director of the NEDA
RegionalOffice of Region IV (SouthernTagalog)
the proponent and implementing agency of the
PASTORA Planning Project.
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introduction
Local development planning in the Philip

pines may be defined as the process of
guiding and inducing the growth and change
of an individual municipality, city or province.
It involves studying the social, economic and
physical systems of the local area that are
subject to planning and development controls
and influences. These comprehensivestudies
in turn provide the basis for planning and
development proposals to local, provincial,
regional or national decision-makers.

Sound local development planning plays a
key role In the present government's effort to
improve the physical environment and socio
economic well-being of municipalities, cities
and provinces which had grown without the
benefit of rational allocation of land uses
and provision of adequate basic needs and
services. Specifically, it sets the local afea
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Within the subregional, regional or national
development framework. An important function
of the local development plan Is to Interpret
regional and national planning and develop
ment priorities and, at the same time, also
serve local aspirations. Local development
plans must be prepared In line with such
regional and national development priorities,
and local planning and development staffs or
authorities are expected to work closely with
the regional planning bodies to see to it that
the local development plans andlor programs
are consistent with the regional as well as
national development plans and programs.
This linkage between the local development
pl8l!ning and regional or higher level planning
is implied, for example, in the Letter of
Instructions (LOI) No. 511 on the development
of local housing and town plans outside
Metropolitan Manila, and LOI No. 542 which

11
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aims to enhance the operational viability of
the Regional Development Council (ROC),
which is an extension arm of the National
Economic and Development Authority (NEDA),
as the chief planner of the region and
coordinator of regional deveiopment.1

Local development planning also performs
another important function which Is to estab
lish the aims, policies and principles of
development to guide and Induce growth and
Change in the local area. The main purpose
of the local development plan is to serve
local aspirations. This is done In the plan
through established policies which serve as
a frame for continuing decision-making, and
development proposals which are more or
less firm commitments to action. A develop
ment plan contains certain prlnclples for
relating Its various physical, social and
economic components with one another.
These principlesaredrawnfrom the approaches
in the natural and social solencea,and emerge
from an understanding of the constraints
and opportunities for development and from
a consideration of the formulated goals and
objectives of the local planning area.

Moreover, local development planning
andlor plans provide a basis for development
controls and for coordinating development
programs in the local area.The local develop
ment plan embodies land use control policies,
and areas where such policies apply are iden
tified In the plan. The plan serves as a basis
for coordinating the programs and projects
of line agencies, local units and private entities
and for reconciling Interests between and
among agencies. local units and private
entities in the local planning area.

Finally, the local development plan also
serves as a forum for bringing local and
detailed planning issues before the public.
This role of the local development plan
recognizes the need for It to be accepted by
those It affects and those Whowill be tasked
with its Implementation.

10fflce of the President, Malacatlang. Manila.
Letterof Instructions No. 511and Letter of Instruc
tions No. 542.
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The PASTORA Planning Project

PASTOAA is an acronym for the planning
assistance service to the rural areas project
of the NEDA Regional Office of Region IV
(Southern Tagalog).

The Project was originally conceived within
the frame of Letter of Instructions No. 511
issued in the latter part of 1977, in response
to a new resurgence of local effort in town
planning. housing and zoning, following the
national conference held at the Philippine
International Convention Center on 14-16Feb
ruary 1977. The NRO-IVthen was taking part
as one of the members of an ad hoc Regional
Settlements Council of the "Pamahayan sa
Bagong Lipunan", Which was created In the
various regions as an offShoot of the national
planning conference, with the Ministry of
Human Settlements (then called Human
Settlements Commission) serving as the
national secretariat. The Council was prima
rily tasked with expediting and coordinating
the preparation of local housing and town
plans Including development control measures.

As part of the ad hoc Regional Settlements
Council of Region IV, NRO-IV was involved,
with its Regional Executive Director serving
as Regional Program Coordinator, in the
preparation of the first set of 25 city and
municipal plans in Southern Tagaiog region.
Encouraged by the initiai results of this
collaborative undertaking, and in considera
tion of its coordlnative function with regard
to local planning and implementation of
development programs and projects in the
region, the NRQ.IVdecided to formally adopt
the PASTORAPlanning Project as part of its
reguiar actiVities starting May 197ft Since
then, the PASTORA Project had been exten
sively implemented in Region IV and its
approach and methods of study had been
improved and set up in a standard manual.

In essence, the present PASTORAProject
is an attempt to bring Into closer correspon
dence local land use or physical planning
with economic action program planning.
These two types of piannlng are generally
done separately or on a compartmentalized
basis, with the former finding practtcat pian
ning examples in the activities of the Ministry
of Human Settlements (MHS) and the latter
in the development planning activities of the
NEDA. These two government agencies



share the main responsibility for planning in
thecountry.TheNEDAformulates the National
and Regional Development Plans which set
the national-regional perspectives for overall
socio-economic development. The MHS
formulates an integrated human settlements
plan which serves as the guidelines for the
physical development of towns and cities.

The rationale for the departureof PASTORA
from the conventional local planning, which
emphasizes development policies and relies
heavily on land use regulatory measures,
to an integrated physical-economic planning
Is obvious at least from the point of view of
NRO-IV. Following the Issuanceof lOI No.542
on May 20, 1977, the ROC as an extension
armof NEDAhas beenempoweredto exercise
the following:

a) "Direct the formulation of integrated
regional development plans to Include
the plans of national government agen
cies, regional development bodies and
local governments In the region.

b) Coordinate the implementation of
development programs and projects In
the region and establish a monitoring
system therefor.

c) Coordinate local planning activities In
the region to ensure the consistency of
local plans with development plans for
the region.

d) Recommend to the NEDA and the
, Budget Commission a system of prior
Ities In the allocation of budgetary
resources for programs and projects of
national government offices In the
region In accordance with the regional
plan.

e) Administer the share of the region from
the Regional Development Fund pro
vided linder the National Budget decree,
and suCh other funds as may be provided
by the national government and/or local
governments for regional projects."

As maybe gleaned from the abovefunctions,
powers and duties of the ROC/NRO-IV, the
main rationale of the present PASTORA
Project stems from the need to link conven
tional local planning with integrated socio
economic and/or Intersectoral planning. This
linkage Is necessary to relate development
activities of government line agencies, Which
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havethe responsibilities for the basic sectors
like agriCUlture, Industry, transport, ete., with
the physical planning activities of local units.
This linkage would also enhancethe Regional
DevelopmentInvestment Programming (RDIP)
and regional bUdgeting system which were
authorized by Executive Order No. 589. The
purpose of the RDIP Is to translate regional
plans Into an Investment program which
could systematicallyconsolidate and Integrate
the development projects of national agencies,
local 'governments, other regional entities
and the private sector In the region. To be
prepared by the ROC through the NRO, the
RDIP shall "serve as the basis for public
sector resource allocation In the region." 2
This implies that all deVelopment actIvities
of the national government, local units and
other government entities concerning project
development and implementation In the
region shall be gUided by and consistently
aligned with the RDIP.

The other Important consideration of the
PASTORA Project relates to the development
monitoring function of NEDAand the practical
value of ImprOVing local planning data base
as input to higher level planning. As earlier
stated, a PASTORA Manualhas been prepared
to see to It that the data base generation and
analysis Involved In the plan formulation
process are comparable and consistent In
every municipality, citY or province covered
by the project. Moreover, through this
approach data generated are more amenable
to aggregationto support higher level regional
or subregional planning.

PASTORA Project Approach
The PASTORA Project may be considered

as a subtle demonstration project on simple,
practical approach to local development
planning. It seeks to re-orlent the local
development planning process from the pre
dominantly land use or physical planning
emphasiS to an Integrated physical-economic
approach which Is deemed more responsive

20 ffice of the President, Malacaftang, Manila.
ExecutiveOrderNo.589.
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to and Instrumental In meeting the needs of
municipalities and cities. this shift of the
development process also underscores the
urgent need for the local development plan
to Include, In addition to land use policies
concrete projects on which action may be
taken Immediatelyas well as overthe medium
and long-range periods. The value of com
plementing land use control measures with
pOsitive economic measures lies in the fact
that the former measure has largely negative
Impact and, at best, only slows down the
process of municipal or city land occupancy.
Experience tends to show that land use
control measures should be complemented
by economic and other measures rather than
serveonly as a single measureto beeffective.

The current PASTORA Project added new
dimensions to its present approach by con
sidering the following local and regional
development concerns:

a) Allevlat/on of Poverty and Income
inequality. ThePASTORA Projectstresses
the importance of contributing to the
effort to resolve Income Inequality by
increasing opportunities for local
employment and raising Income levels
of farmers, fiShermen and those falling
beloWthe average income threshold. It
considers harnessing the inert capabili
ties of those low-income groups toward
self-reliance.

b) Attainment of Food Self-sufficiency.
Dueto a generally increasing pOpulation
pressure on agricultural lands, the
PASTORA Project addresses itself to
the problem of conserving prime agri
cultural lands, for intensive food prod
uction, against encroachment by
haphazard urban and Industrial expan
sion.

c) General Enhancement of Ll'veJihood
Opportunities. Generation of employ
ment andincomeoppOrtunities is another
major concern to which the PASTORA
Project addresses itself. The need to
improve the level of welfare of the local
communities Is crucial given the
increasing population and labor force,
and considering that the burden of
generating new jobs is expected to fall
on the non-agricultural sectors when
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limits to agricultural expansion are
reached.

d) EstabJishment of a VIable Network of
Regional and Subregional Growth and
ServiceCenters.The PASTORA Project
gives due recognition to the develop
ment of. a hierarchy of regional settle
ments conducive to both local and
regional growth. Accordingly, the project
seeks to contribute to the establish
ment of a viable network of primary and
secondary centers by strengthening
the economic and servicing functions
of selected municipallties and cities
and enhancing their comparative ad
vantage.

e) Improvement of Social and Economic
Infrastructural Facilities and the Envi
ronment. Related to the selection and
planning of primary and secondary
centers, the PASTORA Project also lays
emphasis on Improving and upgrading
the areas'existing facilities and develop
ing new ones and on protecting and
conserving the natural environment.
Upgrading and Improving rural services
is likewise necessary to enhance
general welfare and sUPpOrt the major
rural livelihood self-help projects like
the "Kilusang Kabuhayan at Kaunlaran"
(KKK).

The PASTORA Project is carried out prov
ince-wideor on a sub-provincial scale Involving
selected contiguous municipalities and
cities which form a program area (e.g., for
implementation of an agricultural project).
The project may evolve new plans where
none exists, or revalidate and update existing
plans. In the latter case, revalidation or
updating Is usually suggested if the local
units are at the stage of revising their plans
In accordance with the recommendations of
the Human Settlements Regulatory Commis
sion (HSRC), the main agency tasked with
the approval,of all local plans, or simply to
adapt to dramatic social, economic and
physical changes In their area.

Whetherthe need for the PASTORA Project
is to evolve new plans or to update existing
plans,the areasof local and regionalconcerns
earlier discussed are taken Into account In
the new or updated plans.



Principles for Implementingend
Managing the PASTORA Project

In the actual implementation and manage
ment of the PASTORA Project, two principles
underlie the general approach as follows:

a) Regional-Local Partnership. The Idea
that local development planning entails
a partnership between regional and
local development entities stems from
a number of considerations, some of
which have already been suggested
earlier,Firstly, the reglonal-loeal partner
ship planning Ideawas probablyevolved
because during its earlier applications
PASTORA was directed primarily as a
planning assistance project to rural
agricultural municipalities or cities
especially In Region IV's resource
provinces. Most of these municipalities
or cities had no development plans, and
so they readily agreed to have the
PASTORA Project in their respective
local area. The enthusiastic response
of the local units and the readiness of
the NRQ.IV to respond to their needs
naturally resulted in some kind of
beneficial and harmonious relationship
between the two government levels. As
the Project became more establiShed,
regional-local partnership was institu
tionalized in the approach of the
PASTORA.

Secondly, the linkage between local
and regional development planning is
alreadyimplied in LOI No.542. According
to this directive, local development
planning can become more effective if
It is related to or coordinated with the
development activities of national
government line agencies which have
the responsibilities for the basic sectors
like agriculture, industry and Infra
structural support facilities and servlces.
This linkage is expected to be realized
by aligning the local development plans
and programs with the RDIP and the
regional budget.

Lastiy, while NRO-IV performs the
role as proponent and Initiator of the
project, the idea is maintained that it
will be to the benefit of both local
government and regional agencies If
they coordinatetheir development eff0!1,
or agree to joining forces together 10
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evolving the local development plans.
The beneficial effects that could come
from this collaborative endeavor are
that It will. increase development orien
tation and general awareness of parti
cipating local officials (I.e., Mayors or
Vice-Mayors, Municipal Development
Officer (MOO), Municipal Development
Coordinator (MOC), Treasurers and
other local officials) and NRQ.IV tech
nical staffs and officials and observers
from line agencies andthe privatesector.
It will also establish better rapport
between them and thus facilitate coor
dination of their development efforts.
Specifically, the local officials develop
broader perspectives.Theybegin to see
the need to respect established
national and regional development
priorities and to link Individual local
plans to, or pursue joint development
decisions with adjacent local areas
(e.g., for more unified zoning applica
tion).

.For their part, the regional officials
improve their knowledge of the local
social, economic and physical condi
tions and hence enable them to Incor
porate these in the development plan of
the region. On the part of the private
sector's representatives, they improve
their knowledge of the local constraints
and opportunities for investments and
of the administrative and technical con
siderations in investing in local projects
such as the. government's Iocational
clearance requirements and the avail
ability of local Investment incentives.

b) Learnlng-by-Doing. This is another
feature of the PASTORA approach.The
ideaof "learning-by doing" underscores
the state of the art in local development
planning, and the apparent need to
improve local planning skills. Local
development planning is not generally
wen accepted among local units.
However, with the issuance of LOI
No. 511, follOWing the national con
ference on town planning, housing and
zoning, there was an upsurgeof interest
in planning among municipalitiesoutside
Metropolitan Manila, especially in
adjacent Region IV (Southern Tagalog).
Within this frame, NRQ.IV introduced
the PASTORA Project and afforded
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partiCipating local technical staffs and
officials with an on-the-job training In
planning right Intheir area. this on-the-job
training has Important obvious side
effects for the Individual or group parti
cipants in the PASTORA in terms of
Improving their awareness of develop
ment problems and issues, acquisition
of planning skills and establishment of
better working relationships between
regional and local officials and among
local officials themselves.

SOME LESSONS FROM THE
PASTORA EXPERIENCE

Since this study alms to learn as much
from the project as it is to test its validity
against imposed local planning standards,
the format of analyses used is first, to look at
PASTORA's earlier experience from 1978 to
1980and then, to examine the Project's First
Revision In 1981 onward. The number of
projects undertaken during these periods are
summarized In Table 1.

Early PASTORA Project Applications
As the table reveals, there were seven

provinces of the total eleven provinces in
Region IV (Southern Tagalog) covered in the
early applications of the PASTORA Project,
with a total of 84 municipalities or cities
participating, and involving about 397 local
technical staffs andofficials.

With the exception of Cavite province, all
the provinces covered by the early PASTORA
Projects fall Within the identified resource
subregion. The resource subregion Includes
the five island provincesof Palawan, Mindoro,
Marinduque and Romblon and Aurora prov
ince,which is situated Inthe region's mainland
Luzon portion but Is isolated and relatively
underdeveloped like the rest of the resource
provinces.

The main reason why the early PASTORA
Projects were centered In these resource
provinces was that the original PASTORA
was intended as a planning assistance effort
tor mainly rural agricultural municipalities or

Table 1. Summary of PASTORA Projects Undertaken from 1978 to 1981

Number of Munlo- Average Number
Date Provincial ipalltleslCities Number of of Participants per

Coverage1 wtc Parllclpa1ed2 Participants MunlclpalltylCity

A. ~ject's Early Applications 7 Provinces 84 397 4.7

1. May 1978 Oriental Mindoro 15 15 5.5

2. September-October, 1978 Mindoro Occidental 9 47 5.2

3. October, 1978 Marinduque 3 20 6.6

4. November-December, lQ78 Palawan 17 68 4.0

5. April-May, 1979 Romblon 14 72 5.1

S. June-July, 1979 Aurora 8 40 5.0

7. June-August, 1980 Cavite 18 75 4.0

B. Project's FirstRevision 1 Province ...! 44 5.5

1. OctOber-November, 1982 Batangas 8 44 5.5

1Only the provinces of Laguna, Rilal, Quezon and large part of Batangas province, which are ali situated
in the Region'S mainland Luzon portion are not yet covered by PASTORA at the time of this writing.

2The few municipalities not covered by PASTORA have either decided to make their plans independently
or ask the MHS through its own planning assistance program to undertake planning for them.

Source: NRQ.IV
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cities. The specific objective appeared to be
socie-polltlcal (I.e., to reach the grassroots)
as well as technical physical planning (i.e.,
to assist local units to effect the necessary
interim development controls to prevent
further deterioration of the quality of rural
life and ensure general ecological and envi
ronmental enhancement). As may be noted
from this latter objective, the original
PASTORA Project called for the preparation
of a phYSical or land use framework plan,
rather than an Integrated physical-economic
development plan as required in the present
version.

Since most of the targeted municipalities
and cities do not have plans, the early
PASTORA projects were directed to "mass
produce" the local plans. As the preVious
table indicates, there were on the average
abouttwelveplansproduced foreachPASTORA
project undertaken from May1978to August,
1980. Moreover, the completion of each set
of plans took only a little over two months.
The moresignificant portion of this two-month
period, however, was the twe-to-three-week
workShop wherein the initial framework
plans of the participating municipalities or
cities were formUlated, discussed and
consensus arrived at by the participants. The
data and information bases of these initiai
draft plans were also analyzed, presented
and discussed by the participants.

PlanningStepsandMethodologyof Study
of the earlyPASTORA Projects

In order to have a better understanding of
the early PASTORA, it is essential to examine
closely the planning steps and methodology
of study employed. Theseplanning sequences
and methods of study affect the form and
content of the plan that is produced.

The early PASTORA planning steps con
sisted of four simple interrelated activity
streams as follows:

a) Legitimizing the Project Undertaking

The initiative for conducting a PAS
TORA Project In most cases originates
from NRQ.IV. However, in some instance,
it may also come from the local units or
the provtncialGovernors or City MayOrs
who areregularmeml)ersof the RegiOnal
DevelopmentCouncil (ROC).

Whether the initiative comes from
the NRQ.IV or the local units through
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its mayors or governors, this activity
stream involves some negotiations
between the regional and local officials,
fOllowed by the signingof amemorandum
of understanding between them. This
memorandum includes delin~atlon of
responsibilities between the parties
concerned and the timetable for com
pleting the project, among others.
Assignmentof participants In the project
is carried out independently by both
psrtles. However, on the part of the
participating local units, the NRC-iV
recommends the participation of the
local Mayor or Vice-Mayor, MOO and
MOC, Municipal Treasurerandmembers
of the "Sanggunlang Bayan" or local
Legislative Body. This selection of
participants underscores the need for
the planning process to be Identified
with local centers of power and thus for
the plan to be more acceptable. In the
actual experience however, the mayor
usually attends only during the opening
and closing of the workshop and
delegates the task to his assistants, in
some cases to clerks In the office. The
MOCs and MOOs and other local
technical staffs are usually the ones
whO go through the entire project.

Funding for the project Is u.sually
done by the participating local units.
particularly in the holding of the work
shop in selected centers of the province
andIn the reproduction of the PASTORA
plan output. This latter task forms as a
post-project actiVity done solely by
NRQ.IVtechnical staffs.

b) Gearing-up for the Workshop
Gearing-up for the workshop imme

diately follows once the joint planning
study has been formalized. This activity
stream usually lasts for one month and
involves tasks to be performed simul
taneously by the participating local units
and the NRQ.IV technical team. The
main task of the local unit is done
through the mayor's office for obvious
advaotage.But the actual work is done
by local technical staffs with the
assistance of personnel from various
local offices including barangays. The
main data base generation activity here
concerns a basic needs survey which is
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Flg.1. PASTORA PLANFORMULATION PROCISS

(Based onearlyapplication)

SETSOF PROJECTED LAND
RELATIONSHIPS REQUIREMENTS

SOURCE: NflO.lV

administered with the help of the
barangayofficials. The questionnaire Is
prepared In advenceby NRO-IV technical
staffs and then sent to the office of the
mayor for compietlon. The purpose of
this sampie survey is to gain better
perception of the local development
problems, particularly In the economic,
social, physical and development
edmlnlstratlon areas. This survey may
also be vlewerJ as 'a means for citizen
participatIon in the planning process.
The result of this survey could be an
Input in the goal setting. However, In
the actuai plan output there is no
evidence that the results of the needs
survey had been put to effective use.

The participating local units through
their MDe or MDOaiso prepare and/or
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update, based on guidelines provided
by NR().iV, the eeeie-ecencmte profile
of their area as Input to the workshop.
This exercise and the other activities
they undertake based on the guidance
of NR().IV technical staff are designed
to enhance the "Iearnlng·by-doing"
principle besides actually generating
the data base.

The NRo-IV for Its part sees to It that
the data from government agencies like
sectoral agencies' annual reports and
census statistics are made available.
Moreover, its cartographic section
prepares In advance base maps of the
local area and a number of thematic
and analytical maps including transport
map, land uses, and physical and
economic constraints to the land



As may be gleaned from these actIvI
ties b~lng carried out simultaneously at
the local and NRo-lV levels, the project
demands a fairly good organizational
set-up and a high level of expertise on
the part of the Individual technical staff
assigned to supervise a number of
participating local units. Such technical
staff must perform the dual role of an
expert as well 'asa research managerof
some sort to be effective. This Implies
that It Is crucial before starting a
PASTORA project to have a fairly quall
fled planning team ready to sustain the
project's demanding requirement.
Having a professional planner as con
sultant to assist the planning team has
proven to be desirable. On the part of
the project's executing agency. It Is
desirable that It adopt a manpower
upgrading and Improvement program
as part of the project requlrements~

This may take the form of SCholarship
grants to selected staff to undergo
formal training In advanceof the project
In urban and regional planning In the
country or abroad, or to encourage and
allow them to pursue part-time studies
on their own using official time.

c) Two- to Three-Week Workshop
After the gearing-up surveys and

analyses have been completed, all par
ticipants converge In a two- to three
week workshop session to formulate
the local framework plans of the parti
cipating units, descrIbe the underlying
assumptions and bases of these frame
work plans, articulate development
opportunities and constraints of the

"Iooal areas and set up the strategy for
carrying out the plans.

In assence. therefOre, this workshop
saaslon forms the plan formulation
phaseof tbe PASTORA planningprocess.
The unique feature of this approach Is
that those who will eventuallyImplement
the plan (i.e.,local officials) are Involved
In the plan formulation process. In doing
so these local officials also enhance
their planning skllla by fileamlng-by
doing." Legitimacy of the pian Is also
assured through open discussions
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carried out In the process of evolVing
and reachingconsensuson the proposed
plan.

Thegeneralframeworkfor undertaking
this plan formulation process Is depicted
In the diagram in Fig. 1, and involves a
synthesis of the locality's socio
economic characteristics (I.e., basadon
socio-aconomlc profile prepared In
advance of, and further analysIs done
during the workshop) and the phySical
and land use studies. This synthesis
results In an approximation of the
locality's opportunities and constraints
whIch form the bases of the framework
plan strategies, policies and proposalS
and project recommendations.

The anaiysls of the soc!o-economlc
and the physicaJnand use characteristics
Is supposed to be covered in about
twelve major exercises which form the
bulk of activities In a one-month period
prior to and during the workshOP proper.
These exercises are:

1. Demographic study
2. location and basic features studY
3. Physical profile Including land

capability, potential and land use
mapping

4. Agricultural; fishing and forestry
study

5. Industrial stUd-V
6. Income an~empIoyment,study
7. Housing.study
8. Health facility :s1Udy
9. Educational facilitY study

10. Soclo-cultural features study,
11. Infrastructural stUgy
12. Institutional study

The texts of the actual PASTORA plan
outputs and the process diagram(Fig. 1)
do not seem to fit together quite well in
the sense that the texts prQvlde only
simple and straightforward presentation
of statiStics drawn from secondary
sources, but without much analysis.
The critical planning and development
Issues supposed to be raised by the
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individual input studies were not
adequately presented and discussed in
the plan. Projections of land needs and
basic services requirements represent
mostly applications of standards to the
data.

The determination of land requirs
mentsappears to consist of first, analysis
of slope and soil types which results in
the determination of areas suitable for
agriculture. These areas are compared
to or matched with current urban and
recommended uses; and second, ihe
amount of land required for projected
settlement expansion is computed on
the basis of the projected population.
To this determination Is added the
results of the analysis of land and land
uses to pinpoint possible location for
proposed Industrial or new settlement
sites and the linking of these with
transport and public utilities and
services.

The sequential determination of
opportunities and constraints and,
finally, the strategies, policies and
proposalsand project recommendations
as illustrated In the process diagram
Is also not reflected In the actual plan
output. On the other hand, one gets the
impression that these interrelated
activity streams have been lumped into
one, to produce the plan's main recom
mendations for action which are usually
shown in a tabular summary. However,
the missing elements of the plan text
are the discussions of the alternative
strategies (decisions) Including the
chosen spatial form for developing the
local area and the policies (i.e., frame
for continuing decision-making) and
proposals (I.e., pian'S firrp resolve to
action). If one Is to test the plan's
acceptability and feasibility, it is essen
tial that the strategy or strategy bundles
be already defined and then subjected
through some form of testing (e.g.,
against stated aims through a goal
achievement matrix for example, or
matched up with local resources avail
able for implementation).

However, one may argue that the
PASTORA Project was not really meant
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to come up with a comprehensive local
development plan that the many input
studies carried out suggest, but rather
to produce a first approximation of the
local areas' development opportunities
andconstraintsandthe Interimmeasures
that may be taken. If this Is the case,
then one should appreciate NRo-IV's
efforts In responding to this limited aim
of local development planning. As the
discussion In the succeeding sections
indicate, the present revised PASTORA
project calls for a more detailed local
development framework planning and
project Identification attuned to regional
development investment programming
and budgeting processes.

RevisedPASTORA Project
The present or revised PASTORA Project

is the culmination of around four years'
experience. The major shifts In emphasis of
the present PASTORA take into account the
need to make the PASTORA plans conform
to the standards imposed by the MHS/HSRC
on the review, adoption and approval of local
development plans, and the ROC/NRO-IV's
ooordinative function with regard to planning
and impiementationof development programs
and projects in general. (SeeFig. 2.)

The present PASTORA planning process
retains the general approaches of the earlier
PASTORA, particularly with regard to the
basic principles of "regional-localpartnership"
and "learning-by-dolng" and In terms of
consideration of identified general local
regional development concerns. It also
Introduces certain improvements in the
methods of analysis of the planning area's
existing conditions, opportunities and con
straints and the alternative strategygeneration
evaluation processes and project identifica
tion and action program planning. As may be
deduced from these various considerations,
the present PASTORA alms to produce an
integrated physical-economic action plan
rather than a land use or physical framework
planperse.

Specifically, the present PASTORA differs
from the earlier version in terms of the plan
ning steps and methodology of study being
used:



a) The gearing-up for the workshop is
lengthened to two months to allow for
more complete data base generation
and analysis prior to the holding of the
group workshop.

b) The live-in workshop duration is retained
but more non-learning activities (e.g.,
recreational fields trips) are included
and the venue is changed to make the
workshop less tedious and monotonous.

c) The whole data base generation and
analysis is broadened in scope but the
learning exercises reduced into more
compact activity sets as follows: goal
setting including needs survey,assess
ment of physical constraints and natural
resources, population, economic base,
land use and transport, public utilities
and social and community services and
local planning administration and public
finance.

d) Alternative strategy generation and
framework plan formulation and project
identification and planning are made
more explicit and the main focus of
activities in the workshop.

e) Post-workshopactivities at NRO-IV main
office are given emphasts to ensure
that the plan output reflects the deci
sions of participating groups, is sub
stantive in terms of the articulation of
development issues and problems,
meets the highest standardrequirements
for plan approval, and the identified
programslprojects serveas input to the
RDIPand regional resource budget.

It is premature to assess the present
PASTORA since at the time of this writing its
first application is still an on-going project.
However, the generalproblemsthat confronted
the earlyPASTORA maystill affect the present
PASTORA. Theseproblems maybe discussed
in the context of the following:

a) Maintaining the high standard of quality
of the plan output.

This aspect depends much on the
techniques of analysis that 9b into the
plan-making process, which in turn are
contingent on the expertise available.
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Even with the new improved standard
PASTORA manual, considering that the
studies are carried out as a learning
exercise of the participants rather than
as a professional work, the adequacy
and sophistication of the analysis may
not be markedlychanged. Thealternative
solution to this dilemma rests with the
NRO-IV technical staffs in their post
workshop plan refinement and plan
detailing activities. The Implication of
this on NRC-IV as the main proponent
and implementing agency is for it to
continuously upgrade and improve
planning skills of the technical team
assigned in the project.

b) Maintaining consistency and conformity
of the PASTORA Plan in relation to
locally imposed standards and con
siderations.

The consistency of the PASTORA
plan with the higher level plans and Its
conformity with the locally Imposed
standards of MHS/HSRC will continue
to remain major eonstderatlons in the
PASTORA planning effort. These con
siderations are expected to be ironed
out in the many deliberations of the
participants on the project as well as in
the post-workshop activities of the
NRO-IV'stechnical staff.

c) Improvement of local data base.

An important rationale for the
PASTORA relates to Its practical value
in generating and improving local plan
ning data and information. This aim can
be achieved by ensuring that the data
generatedby the individual participating
units are comparable and consistent
with one another for possible aggrega
tion to support planning at the regional
or SUbregional levels. This task relates
closely with NRC-lV's regional monitor
Ing and data and information services
functions. Thus, the task of attaining
this objective falls squarely on the
shoulders of NRO-IV. NRO-IV would
need to ensure that the data generation
follows standard data classifications
and definitions.
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d) Maintaining Interest ofparticipants.
The PASTORA experience tends to

show that it is essential to maintain the
Interests of the participants over the
entire duration of the project, especially
that they can Qot afford to be absent
from their offices for so long. Of partic
ular significance Is the live-In workshop
which is done usually in the provincial
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center. In this regard, the PASTORA
experience suggests the need to give
special attention to the selection of
venue, to varyactivities of the participants
to include non-iearning or recreational
activities and field trips, and to vary the
venueif necessaryto makethe workshop
appear less tedious and rout/nary. 0
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INTRODUCTION PLANNINQ.IN THE PHILIPPINES:
AN OVERVIEW '

It has beenobservedthat foreign Influences
contributed to the development of the plan
ning, system In the Philippines. Traces of
these influences can: be 'found In existing
planning laws and development regulations,
In prevailing· concepts apd In strategies
adopted by planning agencies and local
governments_ Historically, the main sources
of planning Ideas Were Spain and the United
States. Both colonial powers once ruled the
Philippines and undoubtedly they left Im
prints of their InfluencesIn written documents
and on the urban landscape.

This paper Intends to examine the magni
tude of the American Influence In Philippine
planning by reviewing the history of town
and regional planning In the country. The
manifestations of this Influence could be
found in past and contemporary planning
policies, laws, and approaches.

-The Author wishes to acknowledge the advice
of Prof. Tito C. Flrmallno In re-organlzlng this paper,
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earliest History and Spanish Colonization
earliest pattern of settlements In the

Philippines as cited In the pre-Hispanic
'. history of the country was characterized by
small communities,knownasthe "barangays,"
were formed mainly by kinship and each was
autonomous In nature.1 The Spanish colon
izers came, and based on their "nueleatlon
.strategy,JJ2 started to organize these auto
nomous barangay unit,S Into larger commu
nities to facilitate the chrlstlanlzatlon of the
natives. The Laws of the Indies stipulated

"the standard settiement policy which gov-
erned the physical layout of towns and cltles.3

1Robert Ronald Reed "Hispanic Urbanization In
the Phillpplnes: A Study of the Impact on Church
and State," The University of Manila, Journal of
East Asiatic Studies, Vol. Xi, (March,1967),pp. 19-2a

2Mary Holinsteiner, "Urbanization of Metropolitan
Manila," a revised version of a paper read In the
series, The Found;mons and Character of Filipino
Society, sponsored by the Research Foundation In
Phllipplne Anthropology and Archaeology, Makati,
March 19,1969(a mimeographed copy).

3For more detailed description of the Spanish
. Resettlement Program, see Reed, pp. 33-71.
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The scheme as originally conceived by the
Itallan Renaissance planners provided for a
gridiron pattern of street layout and a con
centration of public and civil structures near
the plaza with the church as the nucleus. As
summarizedby the American census officials:

"TJie public bUildings, the church and
adjoining oonvento, or residence of the
friars, and the dwellings of the officials
were erected around the plaza, facing It
••• on this plan nearly all pueblos
now munlclpallyes of the Philippines
werearranged."

American Period
During the American regime, the famous

city planner, Daniel Burnham, was requested
by the American authorities to come to the
Philippines to prepare a physical «1evelop.
ment plan for Manila and to layout the major
land uses for the city of BagUio.5 As the leader
of the "city beautiful movement'" In the
United States'andguided:by the city planning
objectives pOpular at that period, Bumham
was particularly concerned with the aesthetic
values and visual Image, of a city. this
concern was manifested In his plan for Manila
In which the, major emphasis 'centered on
such elements as .wIde boulevards;' public
buildings and landscaped parks and pleasant
vistas. The. plans (for Manila and Baguio)
were sanctioned In the Revised'Administra
tive Code of 1917 and which code was sub
sequently amended Instructing the Director
of Public Works to prep.are general develop.
ment plans for all cities and municipalities of

.the Philipplnes.8 Local.gOvernm~nts, on the
other hand,started to enact zoningordinances
to regulate the use of private properties.

Meanwhile, the Americans, being con
cemed with the substandard living conditions
of the masses in the "nipa neighborhoods"

4 U.S. Bureau of Census, Vol. " (1903), pp. 58-59.

5Federlco B. Sileo, "Burnham's Plan for Manila,"
Philippin,e Planning Journal, Vol. t, No.1, (October,
1989),p. 12. . .

eRev. Adm. Code 1~, 1905(Act No. 2711)and
Act No. 3428 (192S), amending Rev. Adm Code
1901(t). •
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which were found to be "deficient in sanitary
facillties," spearheaded a sanitation drive
through the planning of "sanitary barrios" In
which streets, alleys, surface drainage and
other sanitary faclllties were provided.'
Later, models of sanitary single-family and
apartment dwellings were introduced to
replace the nipa houses.

In the 1920's, the conceptof "barrioobreros,"
working class districts, was Introduced and
established as a response to the needs of
the low-Income labor famllies and to curb
labor agitation.S In 1926, a survey of slums
was 'Conducted by the colonial government
and the same was conducted again In 1933in
which a housing committee was created to
undertake slum clearance and housing
projects.9

Commonwealth Period
During the Commonwealth ere, Pres.ident

Manuel t, Quezonexpressed his concern for
social justice, and initiated a set of programs
and enacted legislations to improve the lot
of the masses.10 The National' Economic
Council was'created by Commonwealth Act
No. 2 to undertake planning and economic

. programs. 8esldes;two national agencies
were directly vested' with the reSpOnsibility
for urban planning and development: the
People'S Homesite Corporation and ttie
National Housing Commission. The People's,

7Romeo S. Ocampo, "Historical Development
of Phl.lippine HouSIngPolley, Part 1, PrewarHoUSing
Polley," Occasional Paper No.6, College of Public
Administration, UniverSityof the Philippines (1976),
p.2.

aibid., p, 5.
9,bld., p. 6.

10The programs Included' the acquisition of
land for subdivision Into homelots and small ferms,
housing and subdivision development projects for
low Incoma famllles, [e.g., the Vltas Tenement
HOUSing Project, (1936), the acquisition of land at
Dillman Hacienda, (1938)).The National Assembly
enacted legislations "to authorize, upon just
compensation, the expropriation of lands to be
subdivided Into small lots and conveyed at cost to
Individuals." Com. Act Nos. 20 (1936),260 (1938),
420 (1939>, 538 (1940); See also executive Order
Nos. 191and 209(1939).



Homesite Corporation (PHC), at first a semi
priYatelater turned into public corporation,11
functioned both as the promoter of home
building and homeownership, and as developer
of model communities (e.g., Dlliman estate).
The National Housing Commission (NHC).
on the other hand, was created In 1941 to
handle the urban housing problems by
undertaking housin subdivision. and alum
clearance proj However,this Commis
sion was never formally organized due to the
outbreak of World War II.

It should be noted that under the Com
monwealth, the idea of transferring the
National Capital outside Manila was already
advocated by the top policy-makers and
planners. President Manuel l. Quezon made
the Initial movetoward this end by purchasing
parcelsof land In Dlliman area.OnOCtober 12.
1939, Quezon City received its charter from
the National Assembly through the enact
ment of Commonwealth Act 502. Plans for
the new capital City were drawn up but then
the war broke out.

Post·War Deyelopment
The post-war era saw the country's urban

centers in urgent need of reconstruction and
rehabllltaUon and most Importantly there
was a need to fUlfill the housing requirements
of the masses. Emergency measures and
programs were proposed and conSeqUentl~

undertaken to meet the Immediate needs.1

Whilenew govemment agencies were created
or old ones reorganized. The government
concentrating moreon the policy of economic
growth and recovery gave little support to
urban housing and development. Thus,
though some agencies were charged with
the responsibility of undertaking urban plan-

1'&e James L. Magavem, "Physical Planning
In the Philippines: The Need for LegiSlation,"
Philippine Lew Journel, Vol. 43, No.4 (Sept. 1968),
pp. 578-579. See alSo Abueva and De Guzman,
Handbook of Philippine Public Administration,
(1967), pp.163-164.

12Commonwealth Act No. 648,(June 16, 1941).

13Emergency measures Included the bulldlng
of workers' tenement housing; control of the urban
tenant-landlord relations; etc. SeeOcampo, Part II,
p. t,
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ning anddevelopment they werenot supported
with the neCElssary financial, administrative
and political backing. The situation was
"characterized by confusion both In urban
development itself and in the legal and
administrative system for regUlating urban
development.,,14

The principal agenciesvestedwith planning
and development functions during the early
poJt-war period included the National Urban
Planning Commission, the Capital City Plan
ning Commission. the People'S Homesite
and Housing Corporation. and the Presi
dential Assistance on Housing. The National
Urban Planning Commission was created on
March11,1946. through Executive Orderf';Io. 98
for the main purpose of rebuilding the settle
ments ruined by the war. Its main functions
included the preparation of general develop
ment plans and the formulation of new zoning
ordinances and subdivision regulations."S

The People's Homesite and Housing Cor
poration (PHHC)was created in 1947 through
the merging olthe pre-warPeople'SHomesite'
Corporation and the National Housing
Commlssion."6It served as the chief govern
ment housing agency to handle the acquiSi
tlon, const~uctlon and management of
low-cost housing projects and to engage In
slum clearance and relocation activities.
Despite Its role as chief government housing
agency the PHHC suffered diffiCUlties suCh
as the Insufficiency of funding. absence of
definite policy. and a shortage of qualified
personnel.17 ,

The Capital City Planning CommiSSion
was created by President Qulrlno on July 17.
1948,through the enactment of Republic Act
No. 333.The Act mandated the Commission
to carry on the new capital City Development
Project left off by the preceding administra-
tions. '

14SeeJames L. Magavern, p, 564.

15Asteya M. santiago and James L. Magavern.
"Planning Law and Administration In the Philippine
Local Government." Philippine Planning Journal,
Vol. III, No. 1,(OCltober,1971}~~"~14.7

16executive Order No. 93, (1947).

17See Ocampo, Part II, p. 3
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In 1950, the Nationai Urban Planning Com
mission, the capital City PlanningCommission
and the Real Property Board were merged to
form the National Planning Commission. The
functions of the Commission were to formu
late plans for all towns, cities and regions in
the country; to prepare zoning ordinances
and subdivision regulations; and to draft a
uniform bUilding code.18 In 1954, the Com
mission had prepared a master plan for
Manila, and in 1966, some 194 plans Wire
ready for adoption by cities and towns. A set
of model subdivision regulations and a
building code were also prepared. The plans
of the Commission were generally oriented
to civic design.

In 1964, the Presidential Assistance on
Housing (PAH) was established under the
direct supervision of the President to serve
as the overall coordinator of all agencies
related to housing and as a liaison office
between the government and the private
sector.19 Among Its main functions were the
drafting of uniform housing standards,
coordination of all government relocation
programs,and formulation of pOlicyproposals.
Executive Order Nos. 67 and 68 authorized
the office to propose and implement a nation
wide housing program. These powers and
authorizations, however. existed only in
paper and the Office was never given enough
support administratively or financially.

The principal agency involved In financing
the urban and housing development projects
was the Home Financing Commission.
Created,In 1958. under Republic Act No.1557,
the Commission's main functions were to
operate a mortgage insurance program, to
encourage or initiate the organization of
building and loan associations, and to
promote home building and land ownershlp.20
Other agencies like the Government Service
Insurance System (GSIS), Social Security
System (88S), and Development Bank of the
Philippines (DBP)likewise extended housing

18Unlted States Agency for International
Development (USAID), Housing and UrbanDevelop
ment in the PhJlJppines (1968), p, 7.

19lbid., p. 3.

20 Ibid., p. 4.
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loans to low-Income groups for home
construction.

MeanWhile. decentralization of planning
function to the local governments has been
encouraged by the central authority. The
Local Autonomy Act of 1959 empowered the
legislative bodies of cities and municipalities
to enact zoning and SUbdivision regulations.
In 1962, through the issuance of Administr.
tive Order 31, each city and municipality was
reqUired to form Its local planning board to
prepare development plans and development
control regUlations under the advice of the
National Planning Commlssion.21 A parallel
move was initiated by PreSident Marcos in
1968 to strengthen provincial planning
through Executive Order No. 121. The execu
tive Order proposed the creation of a provin
cial development committee In each province
to formulate its provincial development plan
and to coordinate the pUblic and private
sectors In the Implementation of develop
ment proJects.22 However. the outcomes of
these policies were not quite satisfactory.
The local legislative bodies. on the one hand,
were reluctant to accePtthe planning responsi
bilities vested on them, and on the other
were lax in implementing their plans and In
enforcing zoning and subdivision regUlations.

In general, planning exercises during the
late 50's up to early 60's were in a state of
confusion and inefficiency. primarily due to
the lack of funds and to the absence of a
determined administrative power to support
the programs. Furthermore, planning
approaches at that time constituted more of
preventive control rather than of Innovative
character.23 Regulations were adopted
indiscriminately from foreign models and
few cases 01 implementation were recorded.
Plannersembued with high aspirations either
migrated abroad or left the profession. As a
consequence. a vacuum In "Innovative
planning" resulted.24

21See James L. Magavern, p, 590.
22ibid., p. 594.

23From Geronimo V. Manahan, In a lecture on
"History of Planning Practice In the Philippines,"
delivered at the Institute of Environmental Planning,
(1971),(mimeographed copy).

24 Ibid.



In the 1960's, the concept of regional plan
ning was introduced to bridge the gap between
national development and local planning
efforts. The concept as originally conceived
was motivated by the experience of the
Tennessee Valley Authority in the United
States.25 The introduction of regional plan
ning was thought necessary to stimulate
economic development of potential regions
that were then underdeveloped and to effect
a more even distribution of growth in the
different regions of the country.26

The first regIonal development authority
was created in 1961 through the joint efforts
of the Mindanao-$ulu-Palawan Association
for the purpose of developing the island of
Mindanao and the island provinces of Sulu
and Palawan. To quote from the documents
creating the Mindanao DevelopmentAuthority
(MDA):

"this legiSlative piece seeks to create
the Mindanao Development Authority,
a body corporate clothed with the
power of government but possessed of
the fleXibility and initiative of a private
enterprise. It Is based on the proposition
that the balanced growth of Mindanao,
Suiu and Palawan could be best acee-

. lerated and reallzlng through regional
development, where the responsibility
for administering dUly prescribed
policies Is definitely laid In a specific
agency." 27 .

The law that created the Authority vested
this agency with planning and regulatory
functions. Its responsibilities, among others,
were: to prepare a comprehensive plan' for
the enhancement of eeclc-ecenomlc develop
ment of the region In consonanCe with the
guidelines of the National Economic Council;
to extend planning, management and tech-

25Tlto C. Flrmallno and Adriene A. Agpalza,
"Government Reorganization and Reglonai Plan
ning," Philippine Planning Journal, Vol. VI, No.2,
(1973), p. 74.

26lbld., p. 74.

27As quoted from Vicente R. Jayme, "The
Mindanao Development Authority: A New Concept
In Phlllppine Econofl\lc Development," Philippine
JournalotPUblic AdmlnlstfS.tlon, (1961), p. 328.
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nlcal assistance to private Investors; to
recommend to agencies what agricultural
and industrial projects to undertake; and to
coordinate and harmonize the diverse pro
grams and operations of different public and
private agencies In the region to minimize
piece-meal execution, rivalry and overiapplng
of projects for regional development.28 The
Authority was governed by a Board of Directors
appointed by the·President of the Philippines,
with the approval of the Commission on
Appointments•.

In the FIve-Year Integrated Soclo-Economlc
Plan of 1962,a program for regional dev~lop-.
ment in Mindanao and central Luzon-Cagayan
Valley regions was proposed.29 For Mindanao
Region, the proposal indicated emphaSIS on
industrial and agricultural development,
Identifying specific projects ilke integrated
steel mitl, aluminum. fertilizer and plywood
plants. The proposai for Centrai Luzon
Cagayan Valley Region, on the:other hand,
centered on the development of . water
resources. iheFlve-Year Plan further empha
sized the decentralization' of pianning func
tions to the regional level. This concern was
elaborated by the then NEC Chairman Sixto
K. Roxas.To quote: .

"Economic. planning at the national
.level is usually undertakeo.-at too high a
level of aggregation to produce results
that are meaningfUl for specific invest
ments. The gap between a national
aggregatlve plan and specific projects
is usually too great to enable prospec·
tlve investors to identify from the plan
realistic Investment· opportunities.

,Onthe other hand, proceeding on an
individual project, by. project basis.
would..be far too siow... economic
development planning In'the~ country
must be done on a regional basis..•. ,,30

Interest in regional planning prompted the
creation of a number of regional development
authorities, mQstof them patterned after the
framework of the MDA law. Among them

28SEle James L,Maoavern. p. 597.
29seeJames L Magavern,p. 599.

30_ Sixto K. Roxas, In the Philippine Economy
In Ihe1980'$ (Sicat, ed. 1964), pp. 168-188.
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were the Central Luzon-Cagayan Valley
Authority, the Mountain Province Develop
ment Authority, the Blcol Development
Company,and the Laguna Lake Development
Authority. However, little accomplishments
had been achieved by these authorities. The
activities of these authorities were generally
limited to preliminary surveys, feasibility
studies and project proposals. There were
no integrated framework plans proposed,
and actual Implementation of the proposed
projects was minimal. The authorities were
generally handicapped by the Shortage of
funds and lack of qualified personnel to work
out development plans, and more importantly,
their creation was not preceded by a careful
analysis of the problems, needs and condi
tions of the reglons.31

The Impacts of uncontrolled urbanization
had increasingly been felt in Metropolitan
Manila In the 1970's. Problems related to
humansettlements continued to put pressures
on the government.32 In 1971,the Philippine
government, with the assistance of United
Nations Development Program (UNDP),
Initiated three development projects to be
funded by the World Bank: Physical Planning
Strategy for the Philippines, the Manila Bay
Metropolitan Region Strategic Plan and the
Mindanao Development Project. These
projects were undertaken In Joint efforts by
the different agencies and departments,
namely: Department of Public Works, Trans
portation and Communication, the Presiden
tial Economic Staff (later taken over by the
National Economic and Development Author- >

Ity), and the University of the Philippines
Institute of Plannlng.33The main objectives
of these projects wereto examineand analyze
the Ills and problems of Metropolitan Manila,
to Identify priorities for development In other
regions of the country to formulate concrete

31 SeeTlto C.Flrmallno andAdrienne A. Agpalza,
p.75.

32Luzvlmlnda B. Encarnacion, Naila A. Lapuz
and Ma.Corazon C.Lising, "Manila Urban Develop.
ment Project: A case Study in Public Borrowings
and Project Development," PhJJipplne Journal of
Publit: AdminIstration, Vol. XXII, No.1, (Manila,
January, 1978), p. 47.

33/bld., p.47.
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programs and projects and to direct future
growth and development through appropriate
land use plans and development strategies.
The operation of the projects produced
several studies which were submitted to the
national government for Implementation.

In 1972, President Marcos ordered the
adoption of the Integrated Reorganization
Act. Under this act, the National Economic
and Development Authority was created to
replace the National Economic Council as
the top planning agency In the country.

At the regional level, the reorganization
plan divided the entire country Into eleven
administrative regions,each with a designated
regional center or capital. A regional develop
ment council composed of the governors
and mayorsof respectiveprovincesand cities,
regional directors of different departments,
and the general managers of regional or sub
regional developmentauthorities In the region
was established to serve as an extension of
NEDAand Ie responsible for the development
of Its respective reglon.34

Then on september 19, 1973, with the
expressed commitment of the government to
provide a more "viable environment and
human habitat," a Task Force on Human
Settlement o(TFHS) was created through the
Issuance of Executive Order No. 419. The
main functions of this planning body were to
undertake and support a national human
settlements program and to handle land use
planning and resourcemanagement activities.
The Task Force started to undertake In-depth
studies on existing human settlements
primarily to Identify priority areas for project
development and to laydown polley guidelines
for project Implementation. The TFHS was
later elevated to the Human Settlements
Commission by virtue of Presidential Decree
No. 933. In 1978 it was renamed Human
Settlements Regulatory Commission and
was designated as the regulatory arm of the
Ministry of Human Settlements.

OnJune 11,1978, President Marcos created
the Ministry of Human Settlements (MHS)by

34SeeTlto C. FlrmallnoandAdrienne A.Agpalza,
p.78.



Issuing PO No. 1396. This decree gave the
Ministry functions related to land use and
town planning, environment management,
and livelihood program. The Ministry is
structurally organized with three distinct
bodies: the Ministry Proper, the HumanSettle
ments Development Corporation, and the
network of attached agencies. The Ministry
Proper performs the policy and decision
making function of the Ministry, the Human
settlements Development Corporation Is the
implementor of Ministry policies, and the
attached agencies coordinate with MHS in
achieving their g08ls.35

Two years after its creation, on July 13,
1980, the Ministry of Human Settlements,
together with four other agencies, launChed
an Interagency program known as the "Town
Planning Assistance Program." The four
other cooperating agencies are Ministry of
Local Government and Community Develop
ment (MLGCD), Ministry of Fln!"ce (MOF>,
National economic and Development Authority
(NEDA), and Office of Budget Management
(OBM). The agencies agreed to coordinate
their efforts in assisting municipalities and
cities to prepare their Individual development
plans and to institutionalize planning at the
looallevel.

AREAS OFAMERICAN INFLUENCE

In the process of institutionalization of
planning In the Philippines, the policy-makers
weregenerafly guided by experiences In the
United States. They borrowed planning Ideas,
principles and methods which were injected
into the country's planning laws and develop
ment control measures. These Ideas also
determined somehow the planning bodies
created. Certain Implementation policies
and strategies were adopted quite liberally.
At thIS stage It would be possible to distin
guish American Influence in the areas of

35lnformation Coordinating Center, University
of Life Complex, O'iefYiew of the Ministry of
HumanSettlements (April, 1982), p. 3.
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design, land use control regulations and
planning policies.

As revealed in the previous discussion of
the history of planning in the Philippines, the
earliest recorded Infusion or transplantation
of American design principles into the local
plans was In the preparation of the master
plans for Manila and Bagulo. Burnham, a
leader of the "city beautiful" movement In
the United States, was commissioned to draft
the plans of the two cities In 1904.The major
aspects he emphasized in the plan for Manila
were the civic center, wide radial boUlevards,
landscaped parks and pleasant vistas.,

The salient features of the Manila Plan
were the comprehensive transport network
consisting ofa rectangular gridiron system
of roadssuper-Imposedby radial anddiagonal
arteries, grouping of public and-semi-public
structures to form a ,ymbollc focus, land
scaped parks, a civic center, and the develop-

-ment of water trensportatlon system using
the esteros.

Althoughthe planwas not fully ImplamentEKs
tangible evidences of Burnham's concepts
can stlll be noticed such as the radial streets
in the heart of the city. the grouping of public
buildings around FUml Park and the present
Roxas Boulevard afong Manila Bay.

Mention was made of the desire of
Commonwealth President Manuel L. Quezon
to transfer the national capital to a suburban
site, now Quezon City. The National Assembly
on June 5, 1939 passed Commonwealth Act
No. 457 which authorized the "construction
of national government and other bU~ldings
on a site to be selected by the President of
the PhilippinesWithin a radiusof 30klfomefers
from the Rizaf monument of Manlla~ Including
the acquisition of privately-owned lands and
buildings." - I

Dillman becamethe nucleus of QuezonCity
which was given Its charter by the National
Assembly on October 12, 1939. President
Quezon's planning advisers A. D. WIlliams
and Harry T. Frost drew up the plan for the
new cltY.36 However,World War II broke out.

36This particular information is found -in
AppendiX I of the Master Plan for the New capital
City, prepared by the capitai City Planning Com
mission, March, 1949.·
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Highlights of the Baguio.City Plan

Daniel H. Burnham and Pierce Anderson
submitted to the United States Secretary of
War William H. Taft on October 3, 1905 the
preliminary plan for the City of Baguio. The
two American planners suggested as the first
step in planning the City the determination of
the probable future size of this Community.
It was assumed then that Baguio would not
exceed 25,000 inhabitants and the main stra
tegy proposed was to concentrate business
and other necessary activities in a single
compact group.

There were three level sites identified from
which to choose one suitable for urban cen
ter development. Baguio Meadow was selec
ted as the most appropriate and practical
location for business, municipal buildings
and national government buildings to achieve
convenience and appearance. It was the
largest, having a width of one-half mile and
the length of three-fourths of a mile. The two
other level sites were proposed for residential
development and for "detached" public and
semi-public institutions.

30

The three objectives stated in the Plan
reflected the fundamental elements which
were given strong emphasis by the planners
of the "city beautiful" movement. These ob
jectives were:

1) "To provide a street system adapted
to the changing contours, allowing easy
communications and avoiding East
West and North-South orientation of
bUilding lines. (Note: The purpose of
avoiding the mentioned directions of
bulldlnq lines was 10provide direct sun
light to the houses at some time of the
day).

2) "To provide suitable location for public,
semi-public and private institutions of
importance.

3) "To provide recreation areas in the shape
of playgrounds, parks and open es
planades or parkways."

The street system was aimed not merely
at provldlnq convenience in traffic but "to

carry through the lines of the streets to com
manding points on the hillsides and thus per
mit the location of monumental bUildings ... "
The planners recounted experiences in other
countries like Italy and France where the hill
towns presented instances "in which the
lines of the level streets are carried steeply up
the hillsides to terminate the vista at points of
especial interest." Another notable example
cited was the street planning of Washington,
D.C., where the steep grades prevented the
prolongation of the streets directly up the Ca
pitol. By turning the streets aside to reach a
higher level, the line of vision was maintained
"permitting the bUilding to command the
vista down the streets."

The slopes of the hills offered several beau
tiful sites for various institutions: schools,
churches, hospitals, sanitaria, etc., which pre
ferably had to be close to the City. Almost
all of Pakdal (one of the level sites intended
for housing) were allocated for the more
fashionable residences to be occupied by

wealthy families. Other private houses of
lower income categories would dot the slopes
of the hills surrounding Baguio Proper.

The Plan recommended the development of
parks, play-fields, and an open air theater
similar to the one built at the University of
California. A Country Club was to be placed at
Loacan where areas excellent for golf and
other sports were located. It was recom
mended that large portions of surrounding
hills should be declared publlc lands and
should be maintained as informal parks. The
preservation of eXisting wooded areas to pre.
vent the destruction of the beautiful scenery
by unscrupulous lumber men should be
studied and be given priority in the building
of the City.

Burnham and Anderson admitted that the
Plan as outlined was fragmentary due to the
absence of surveys. Nevertheless, they hoped
that it could point out the general directions
toward which Baguio City could grow as a
community of "convenience and beauty." TCF

31
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After the war, the quest for a site wflere to
transfer the nation's capital was revived by
President Manuel A. Roxas who created a
Capital Site Committee by Issuing Adminis
trative Order No.5 on July 23, 1946. The
Committee explored 15 other areas outside
QuezonCity and evaluated these sites on the
factors of general sanitation, public works
development, scenic resources, strategic
considerations and administrative coordina
tion. The final choice was stili the old
Quezon City plus the undeveloped land
toward Novaliches watershed.37

A significant developmentin this regard was
the sending of a mission of Filipino architects
and engineers on a study tour of the United
States and South America with the objective
of the having the capital city conform to the
latest trends In contruction and archltecture.38

UpOn his assumption to the 'PreSidency,
President QUirino, on July 17, 1948, signed
RepUblic Act 333 creating the Capital City
.Planning Commission entrusted With the
function of planning the capital city. The
Commission prepared a Master Plan for the
new capital city which embodied different
aspects of land use such as residential
neighborhoods, a system of thoroughfares,
the central park, the executive Center, the
Business Center and the Constitution Hili.
The Constitution Hill was prOpOsed as the
seat of constitutional bodies distributed in
three sets of buildings. These were the
House of Congress, the Palace of the Chief
executive and the Supreme Court.

Very apparent was the foreign ingredients
(including American) in the pian of the
Constitution Hill, which was expressed in
the CommiSSion'swordEr.

"These three main buildings will
symbolize for generations to the whole
world, the ,government and culture of
the nation. It is imperative that symbolic
and dignified names be given to each
one of them. These could be called
Palacesor Houses. We havethe Palace
of Justice in Paris and Buckingham

37Ibid.

38/bld.
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Palace in London. We have the House
of Parliament in London and the
White House of Washington. Baing a
democracy and a Republic, we favor
the designation of Houses to our main
bUildings, and the House of Congress
could be very appropriately and symbol
icallY'called the House of Wisdom, the
Palace of the President, as the House
of Prudence, and the Offices of the
Supreme Court and other moderating
bodies, the House of Justice.,,39

The success of the Tennessee Valley
Authority (TVA) in regional development
inspired the Philippine Congress to enact
the Mindanao Development Authority (MOA)
law in 1961. The TVA was an administrative
device of the United States Federal Govern
ment to manage the water resources of a
river system. Through the development of
the natural resources of the TennesseeValley
region,TVA wasable to prevent flood hazards,
improve navigations, provide parks and
recreational facilities, promote unified devel
opment of land resources, and encourage
establishment of industries by supplying
cheap electricity.

The establishment of the MOA, however,
was not for the managementof a river system
but for the development of the whole
Mindanao which was considered a resource
region.

Other authorities similar to the MOA were
created to conduct feaSibility studies and
prepare plans for specifiC regions and
subregions. However, only a few of the 18 or
so authorities and development boards were
actually funded.

Unlike the TVA, the regional authorities in
the Philippines failed in their mission
because of lack of national support. Many of
these authorities and regional planning
bodies were later attached to or placed
under the National Economic and Develop
ment Authority for administration or super
vision.

39Mentioned In Chapter I of the Master Plan for
the New capital City prepared by the Capital Citv
Planning Commission (MarCh, 1949).



American Influence was also felt in the
adoption of land usedevelopmentregulations
In the large urban areas of the country.
Zoning as most people know Is one of the
most pOpular devices used In achieving
planning objectives. Through zoning a city or
municipality Is divided into zones for the
purpose of regulating the use of land In order
to protect and promote the health, safety and
general welfare of the people. The main
Intention of zoning Is to segregateresidential
areas from industrial and commercial de
velopment to avoid nuisances.

Zoning as a meansof protecting good resi
dential neighborhoods from encroachment
of commercial and industrial establishments
became popular In the United States In the
1920's. During the same period (In 1928)
a zoning ordinance for ManUa was promul
gated, although It took Into effect much later
in October, 1940.The zoning ordinance was
simply deSigned to prohibit the location of
certain Industries In specific areas.

Preparation of the new zoning regulations
for Manilawas started In 1946, simultaneously
with the drafting of the City'S Master Planby
the National Urban Planning Commission.
The zoning regulations were subjected to a
series of public hearings and on March 18,
1953 they were adopted by the National
Planning Commission. These !,vere submitted
to the Municipal Board of Manila for Imple
mentation. Salient features of the new zoning
regUlations were: 1)control of the pOpulation
density to .prevent excessive population
concentration, 2) protection of residential
neighborhoods from intrusion of Incompa
tible uses, 3) gradual elimination of heavy
industries scattered in the city, 4)subdivision
of residential zones into three classifica
tions, and 5) subdivision of business areas
into two groups.

These zoning regulations were criticized
for their inapplicability to local conditions.
James L. Magavern for the Philippine Law
Journal (September, 1968)said in his article
that "they are too rigid, too detailed, too
ambitioUS and too much In the American
pattern, especially for application to smaller
communities."

In 1976, the HumanSettlementCommission
through its Zoning Administrative Project
Staff, produced a manual on the preparation
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of zoning ordinances to be distributed to
municipalities and cities to "enable them to
prepare and adopt zoning plans and ordi
nances that are consistent with the national
and regional (development)efforts and could
be reallsticaily administered and enforced."

At present, the Human Settlements Regu·
latory Commission provides assistance to
local governments in the preparation of
zoning regUlations. All local governments
are required to submit their respective zoning
ordinances to the CommiSSion for review.

Another form of development control is
the enforcement of the building code. Manila
had its building code as early as 1923.The
model for the ManUa building code was the
1911 New York Code.40 In August of 1968
a tragedy Which occurred in Manila, the
collapse of RubyTower,aroused the citizenry
to clamor for a national bUilding code.
However, It was not until 1977 when the
country had its national building code.

A group of planners from the Board of
Technical Surveys and Maps, National Plan
ning Commissionandthe institute of Planning
met on May 16, 1969 to constitute the Task
Force Committee on Land Use Mapping. The
Committee wanted to come up with a
standardized coding system for land use
maps which would be usefUl for planners.

TheCommittee studiedthe mappingsystems
in United Kingdom, the United States .and
other countries. The coding system for -land
use mapping which the Committee rscom
mended contained several features similar
to those used in the United States. Prominent
among them is the ector code for major
land uses.

CHANNELS OFINFLUENCE

American planning principles and ideas
filtered Into the country during the post-war
period through various channels with the
following as most prominent: 1) external
assistance programs, 2) professionals who
studied abroad, and 3) schools offering plan
ning courses.

40From an interview with a professional planner
Who participated in the drafting of the current
national building code.
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Before World War II, the influence was
directiy coursed through the government
since the Philippines was then under
American control. For instance, Burnham
cameto the Philippinesdueto the instructions
by the United States secretary of war. Many
Americans held key positions in the colonial
administration and one of these offices
which was once headed by an American was
the Bureauof Public Works.The Bureautook
charge of the preparation of plans for munle
ipalitles and cities before the war.The name
of Louis P. Croft, likewise, was familiar
among early planners. He was Adviser to the
President of the Philippines on National
Parksand Land Planning from 1938 to 1950.41

External assistance programs have been
sought from the United Nations,United States
Agency for International Development and
some financial institutions. American eon
suitants and experts have served a number
of foreign assisted programs and projects In
the Philippines. They bring with them their
own knowledge andexperience gained In the
United States.

The United States Peace Corps organlza·
tion has been sending volunteers to the
country to be attached to governmentoffices,
especially in provinces, municipalities and
cities. There were planners among the
volunteers who actively participated in the
collection and analyses of data preparatory
to the formulation of local planning docu
ments.

The early national planning bodies created
to initiate planningactivitieSin the Philippines
had Filipino planners In their staff who
graduated In the United States. The National
UrbanPlanning CommiSSion, the Capital City
Planning Commission and the National Plan
ning Commission had all such graduates
that occupied important positions. It would
be reasonable to expect that they would
apply the knowledge and skills they gained
In their studies.

41The services of louis P.Croft to the Philippine
Government were cited in the Master Plan for
Manila, prepared by the National Planning Com·
miSSionIn 1954.
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The planning schools are also agents in
the transmission of American planning tech·
nology Into the country. A look at the library
of the Institute of Environmental Planning
will reveal that the authorship and publication
of most of the collection of books and other
planning literature are American. Some
teachershaveobtained their planning degrees
from United States universities and colleges.
and colleges.

CONCLUSION
From the previous discussions, It has been

shown that the United States experience in
planning has undeniably Influenced the
pattern of planning In the Philippines.
Nevertheless, this phenomenon is not at all
unique to the Philippines. The United States
Itself found the desirability of seeking out
European ideas applicable to the planning of
Washington, D.C. Major Pierre L'Enfant an
artist andan engineerwho was commissioned
to plan Washington, D.C. asked Thomas
J,tterson for plans of European cities from
where he could pick the best Ideas which he
could USe In the monumental work assigned
to him. Later, in 1900, the group that was
constituted to prepare the plans for the park
system of the United States capital had for
Its first agenda a visit to European cities,
especially PariS which Inspired L'Enfant.

It seems that the transfer of planning
technology from one country to another Is
Inevitable. If the Philippines had not Imbibed
planning knowledge from the United States
planning practice In the country would stili
be crude.

Introduction of foreign techniques and
methodology Into a country can enrich the
planning knOWledge of the planners In that
country. Better plans are prepared and
successful Implementation of plans can be
enhanced.

Thedanger, however. Is In the Indiscriminate
adoption of foreign models. Some foreign
standards and approaches may not be appll·
cable In the country dueto cultural differences
or to In8dequacles of resources. Beforeforeign
ideas are Integrated Into the locel planning
technology,they should be carefullyexamined
or tested for their adaptability. Otherwise,
tremendous cost will be Incurred. 0
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Introduction
Squatters and slum areas are a common

phenomenol) In Third World countries, includ
ing the PhJ1ipplnes. In general, this pheno
menon is a direct offShoot of the basic polley
of keeping farm Incomes and urban wages
low so as to attract foreign capital investment
and to produce foodstuffs within the budgets
of the underpaid urban labor force. Since
eventhe low urban wages are higher than the
level of farm Incomes, rural peasants migrate
to urban centers. In majority of cases,
migrants from rural areas can not afford to
pay for housing in the urban areas. Hence,
squatting appears to be the only alternative.

The problem of slums and squatter areas
has become too complex and nothing short
of a complete revision of government policies
and approaches would seem an adequate
solution. Long·term permanent solutlons are
nowhere In sight. In the short term, the best
that can be done Is to tum the country's
slums and squatter areas into more livable
human settlements through urban renewal.

One of the most Important Ingredients of
urban renewal-and of any planning activity
for that matter-Is community participation.
Community participation may be costly, time
consuming, frustrating and even a nulsanee,

• Basedon a paper submitted by the authors as a
requirement for the course In Housing Workshop
under Prof. Dolores A. Endrlga.
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from the point of view of some sectors, but
it cannot be dispensed with. Substantive
programs to upgrade the housing conditions
of the poor can only succeed If the benefi
ciaries of such programs are effectively
Involved. Participation Is a means of mobiliz
Ing the resources and energies of the poor,
of converting the poor from passiveconsumers
of the services of others Into producers of
those services themselves. Lastly, It consti
tutes a source of special Insight, of Informa
tion, of knowledge and experience which
cannot be Ignored by those concerned with
planning poverty-directed programs.

Objectives and Methodology
Community or citizen participation (CP)

has many faces. Numerous actions of citizens
can be subsumed under the broad umbrella
of this term. According to Sherry Arnstein 1

CP Is a "categorical term for citizen power!'
It Is nothing less than a redistribution of
power that enables have-not citizens to share
in the benefits of society. To Arnstein, there
is a critical difference between going
through the empty ritual of participation and
having the real power to effect the outcome
of the process.

1Sherry R. Arnstein, "A Ladder of Citizen Parti
cipation," The City in the Seventies, by Robert K.
Yin, Ithaca, F.E. Peacock PubliShers, rne.,
pp.110-119.
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This couple of case studies will highlight
the extent of CP as practised in the two
on-going urban renewal projects under the
Zonal Improvement Program (ZIP) of tM
National Housing Authority, namely Bagong
Barrio in Caloocan City and Barrio t:scopa in
Quezon City. These two areas were chosen
on the basis of their being relatively the most
advanced in terms of planning, among other
areas currently being programmed.

Specifically, each case recounts the story
of how the plan for the area was arrived at,
and hoWit was or is being implemented with
the participation of the people. It looks Into
what concrete activities sufficiently consti
tuted participation, Who participated in the
planning process, and what factors affected
the participant's ability to influence the
outcome of his participation. In general,
it means looking into the mode and intensity
of participation by the people and the extent
to Which their aims are fUlfilled.

In this regard, the analytical ladder of CP
proposed by Arnstein will be used as a guide.
The classificatory principle, in Arnstein's
ladder is the amount of citizen power exer
cised. It ranges from non-participation
(manipulation and therapy) to tokenism
(informing, consultation, placation) and then
to varying degrees of citizen power (partner
ship, delegated power and citizen power).
This ladder is graphically illustrated In
Figure 1.

8 CitizenControl }

7 Delegated power Degreeof Citizen Power

I) Partnership

5 Placation }

4 Consultation Degreeof Tokenism

3 Informing

2 Therapy} .
Non-participation

1 Manipulation

Flgure1-Eight rungs on a ladderof citizen
participation.

The bottom r\jngs of the ladder are (1)Mani
pulation and (2)Therapy. These two activities
are often mistaken by some power holders
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for genuine participation. Their real objective
Is not to enable people to participate In
planning or conducting programs, but. to
enable power-holders to "educate" or "cure"
the participants. Rungs 3 and 4 progress to
levels of "tokenism" that allow the have-nots
to hear and to have their voices heard (getting
informed and being consulted). But under
these condlti(\ns the citizens lack the power
to insure that their views are heeded by the
powerful. When participation is restricted to
these levels, there is no follow through,
no "muscle", hence no assurance of getting
the status quo changed. Rung (5)Placation is
simply another form of tokenism because
the ground rules alloW have-nets to advise,
but retain for the power holders the continued
right to decide.

Further up the ladder are levels of citizen
power with increasing degrees of clout.
Citizens can enter into a (6) Partnership that
ttnables them to negotiate and engage in
trade-offs with traditional poWer holders.
At the topmost rung (7)Delegated power and
(8) Citizen control, have-not citizens obtain
the majority of decision-making seats or fUll
managerial power.

The data for the study were gathered
through free-wt,JEllIng interviews and informal
talks with persons involved in the program,
or who were simply affected by it. The
purposive sampling technique was used.
Initially it was thought that the follOWing
shouid be interviewed-one local planner
directly responsible for maintaining contact
with the people, four barangay leaders and
two residents from each barangay. However,
these interviews usually caught the' curiosity
of neighbors (and neighbors are only a few
feet away)Whosubsequently joined the group
and pitched in opinions. These unintended
informants enriched the data for the study.
Controlling the numl)er of respondents did
not prove to be as Important as being able
to get inSights from the residents. Some of
these unintended respondents stuck it out
for the duration of the interview While others
slipped out in between valuable comments
to attend to their "Iabeda" (laundry) or
"sinaing" (cooking).

TheZonalImprovement Program
The sites and services approach to planning

urban renewal has been adopted by the



government to deal with the problemof slums
and squatting. To this effect, letters of
Instruction 555 and 557 were issued. Both
directives recognize the need to uplift the
living conditions in slums and blighted areas
through the introduction or improvement of
physical facilities and utilities, and provision
of adequate community services in health,
nutrition, sanitation and education. The
directives further placed the primary respon
sibility in the hands of local governments,
with technical and financial assistance
coming from the National HOUSing Authority
(NHA). Under this concept, the local govern
ment shall plan and implement the project
through a long-term loan from the NHA.
Uponcompletion of the project, the Authority
shall collect the amount from the local
government or through an intermediary of
the beneficiaries and shall administer the
completed project. As an integral component
of this national program, the Zonal Improve
ment Program was first launched in Metro
Manila.

CASE STUDY 1:BARRIO ESCOPA

General Profile
A well-known squatter area in Project 4,

Quezon City, Barrio Escopa is located some
one-and-a-half km. East of Cubao Central
Business District (AranetaCenter)and about
one-half km. South of Ateneo de Manila
University compound. It is bounded by the
Municipalityof Marikinaon the East,P.Burgos
Street on the West, P. Tuason Street on the
Southand the Ministry of Social Work-Bureau
of Vocational -Rehabilitation CompoOnd on
the North.

Before World War II, Barrio Escopa was a
property owned by a Japanese residing in
the Philippines. With the defeat of the
Japanese forces by the Americans in the
war,ownerShipof the land was transferred to
the latter. In 1948, then President Elpidio
Quirino proclaimed all alien-ownedproperties
in the country as government properties. The
1st Companyof the Phlllppine Armyoccupied
the area and code-named It "ISCOPA".
Some13pioneering families also established
their homes near the army camp within the
area.

In 1953, the entire areaof 92,953 sq. m. was
declared property of the Ministry of Social
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Welfare (MSW).· The 1st Company of the
Philippine Army withdrew from the area
leaVing the pioneering families Who had by
then increased in number. In 1955, the
government land-turned squatter area, was
declareda barrio.

At present, the MSW-Bureau of Vocational
Rehabilitation occupies only 31,777 sq.m.
of the total area. On the othttf hand, the
resident families in the area have increased
further and now occupy the remaining 61,118
sq.m. of land or approximately 6.1 hectares.

Barrio Escopa is administratively divided
into four (4)barangays. It is at present popu
lated by 1,246 resident families or 7,896
personswith an'average density of 2JJ7 families
per hectare.This is way abovethe acceptable
density fit for human habitation of 100to 12JJ
families per hectare.The areahas a relatively
young populace with an average age of
21 years. The working age populace com
prises 67.46pf:lr cent of the population, about
13 per cent of which are unemployed. The
averagemonthly income is P402.00. Most of
the residents are employed as craftsmen and
production process workers or laborers.
Among the school age coputace, 51 per cent
are in school while the rest are out of
school.

like in most squatter areas in the Metro
Manila area, many of the families in Barrio
Escopa have been residing in the area since
after World War II. Almost half or 44.5per cent
of the families have been residents of the
barrio for 25 years. Morethan half (59.39'%) of
the total resident families claim ownership
of the house and lot they presently occupy.
Other forms of tenure include renting of
houses or lots or both houses and lots
occupied. Most resident families are not
migrants from distant provinces.Seventy-one
per cent of them or 885 families have pre
viously resided In Metro Manila.

In selected areasof the project site, several
organizations have been formed. Most of
them are civic and religious organizations
involved in various community projects,
examplesof which areTanglaw ng KRbataan,
ureen Falling leaves, Cursillista, and Bible
Study Club. The barrio chapel and basketball
court serve as a common area for their
activities, as well as for recreation and
general community assemblies.
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According to the 1975 census-survey con
ducted in the area,44.61 per cent or a total of
695 structures in the area are made of light
and strong materials while 44.43 per cent are
of light materials. The rest of the structures
are either made of strong or salvaged struc
tures. The single-detached dwelling units
which constitute 71.68 per cent of the total
residential structures are generally of the
one-roomtype (55/56% ) .

Basic physical Infrastructure facilities and
utilities are sorely missing In the area.About
53.69per cent of the households in the barrio
get their water from public faucets while
only 4 per cent are able to avail of piped
water connections in their homes. For power
supply, 79.96 per cent of the families rely on
electricity. Bathrooms are found in only
34.37 per cent of the households despite the
fact that no public bathroom is available in
the area. About 92 per cent of the houses
have open canals for their liquid waste
disposal. In general, the sewerage and
drainage system is poor and has been a
majorsource of health problems In the barrio.

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION: MODE,
INTENSITY AND QUALITY

Participation InPlan Preparation

Although this study looks into the current
urban renewal effort in the context of the
Zonai Improvement Program, it would be
Instructive to highlight the work done under
the defunct BarrioEscopaUrbanDevelopment
Project. This earlier project laid down the
groundwork for planning and even actually
undertook the preparatio*n of plans currentiy
beingimpiementedunderthe presentprogram.
There was no transition nor reorientation of
directions to speak of with the takeover of
ZIP over the area for both programs had
essentially the same objectives. In a sense
Barrio Escopa had been experimenting on
this approach long before the inception of
ZIP.Thus, in a mannerof speaking, the present
program merely took off from where the
Barrio Escopa Urban Development Project
left.

On June 22, 1975, President Ferdinand E.
Marcos issued Memorandum Circular No. 643
creating the Committee on Housing and
Urban Development (HUD). In line with its
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objectivesof rehabilitating slums and squatter
areas, it identified several blighted areas,
one of which was Barrio Escopa.The involve
ment of the local government was thought a
must In this undertaking. Thus, on July 16,
1975, the Quezon City Government through
the City Planning and Development Board
and the HUDentered into a Memorandumof
Agreement to undertake the Barrio Escopa
Urban Development Project.TheCity Planning
and Development Staff (hereinafter referred
to as the City PlanningOfflce) underArchitect
Generoso Magat, was assignedto compliment
the HUD team. With the issuance of PO 757
on July 31,1975 which created the National
Housing Authority (NHA), the HUD was one
of those bodies amalgamated into the
Authority.Thus,the former HUD team became
the NHAteam.

The project had the following objectives:
1. To improve the quality of life of the

people In the area through the prepara
tion and implementation of a compre
hensive and integrated development
plan, with emphasis on environmental
factors.

2. To adopt related development policies
and programs in replication of the
Tondo Foreshore Development Project.

3. To coordinate with local and national
agencies involved in solving problems
affecting depressedareas.

4. To designateBarrioEscopa as a Planned
Area for New Development (PLANO).

The strategy for planning and implementa
tion of the EscopaUrbanDevelopment Project
took cognizance ot the "neceSSityof rallying
the support and participation of the people
to assure the success of its development
plan." ThUS, in August 1975, the NHA in
coordination with the City Planning Office
sponsoredan "Information Caravan" in Barrio
Escopa to formally launch its project." Prior
to the event, the project team circulated
notices all over the area.To guarantee wide
spread knowiedge about the schedules and

-The NHA Withdrew from the project In 1975
and gave fUll control over the project to the City
Planning Office.



agenda for these forthcoming community
meetings which were to be held everyday,
andother future meetings for similar purposes,
the distribution of such notices was adopted
as standard operational procedure. Specific·
ally the Community Relationsand Information
Officer of the project team as the person re
sponsible for maintaining continuous contact
and liaison Detween the residents and the
planning group, supervised the Information
dissemination campaign. The leaflets were
coursed through the barangay officials Who
took charge of distribution In their respective
areasof jurlsdlctlon.

The barangay was one of three levels of
organization In the community Identified to
function actively for the project. The others
were the Citizen's Committee (CC) and
"different grassroots organizations In the
barrio." The CC was organized "to serve as
the representative of the community to the
project planning group during the formulation
of development strategiesand programs:' The
CC was composed of the four (4) chairmen
from the four administrative areasor barangays
In the area, namely: Escopa 1, 2, 3 and 4, the
four (4) Kabataang Barangay Chairmen, the
first Councfimen from each barangayand the
officers of the Barrio Escopa Coordinating
CounCiL The Barrio Escopa Coordinating
CounCilwas composed of all the most active
organizations In the barrio. All three organ·
lzattone suffered from overlapping of
membership.

The "Information Caravan", which went on
for one week,sought to Introduce the program
to the people, familiarize them with Its
objectives, clarify to them what to expect
from such a program as well as stress to
them their responsibilities with respect to
the undertaking. The leaflets Which were
distributed prior to all these meetings likewise
sought to explain such issues. Specifically,
the "Information Caravan" gave notices and
explanations to the residents about the
forthcoming "tagging of structures" and
census survey which would be conducted In
the Whole barrio. To gain audience for the
drive, and make it Irresistible to the residents,
several government agencies pitched in with
efforts to render free services to the residents
In a tent set up In the barrio's only basketball
court. The free services offered Included,
among others, treatment of Illnesses, dlstrl-
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butlon of medicines, dental treatment, family
planning consultation, job recruitment,
cultural Information and information on
trash recycling. According to the barangay
chairmen Interviewed, this attractively pro·
grammed campaign spared no one in the
barrio as evidenced by the big size of crowds
Which flocked to the tent for the duration of
the caravan. The enthusiastic Barangay
Chairman of Escopa 3 even recalled the
conduct of a feedback drive in his own
berangay after the Information caravan to
assess Its Impact. It meant a house·to·house
campaign amo!lg the residents to ascertain
that they understood Its purposes.For at least
three residents Interviewed, the message of
the caravan surely hit them What with the
Incentives th'at awaited them In the tent
Where free services of all sorts were offered.
As explained by one wangay chairman
Interviewed, "kallangan rna ng ganltong mga
Incentives dahll mahlrap mapadelo ang mga
teo sa ganltong meeting nang wala kang
lpamlmlgay:' (WIthout these Incentives It
would be difficult to Invite people to attend
meetings.)For more than half of the residents
Interviewed however, their recall of the
particular events which occurred during this
campaign was poor, except for one particular
promise made during these first meetlngs
that of the distribution of lands to the people.

In October and Novemberof the sameyear.
the census survey and tagging of structures
followed. The census survey was conducted
to: 1)determinethe total number of structures
in the area; 2) determine bonafide reSidents;
3) obtain a description of the structural quality
of facilities and services obtaining In the
area, and 4) determine household composI
tlon, Income and expenditure patterns, and
the number of extended families. The second
baseline study sought to provide more
In-depth data on the soclo-demographlc
profile of the residents as well as determine
the existing problems, needs and develop
ment potentlais In tha barrio. While the first
study covered all the residents In the barrio,
the second study was limited to only a 30per
cent sample of the total population. The
respondents of the second study were picked
via the simple random sampling teChnique.
In both cases, questionnaires were used.
To substantiate the findings from the survey,
non-participant surveys were also conducted,
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such as structural surveying or measuring of
the lots.

From the results of the surveys, the local
planners for the area drew up the Compre
hensive Development Plan. Under the City
Planning Offce, the four sectors identifIed to
conduct surveys and prepare the plan for the
area were the physical, economic, social and
organizational sectors. The physical sector
drew up the development concepts that
would guide the layout of physical structures
In the area. The social and economic sector
however, presented concrete and packaged
programs in response to the needs identified
in the survey. Commenting on this type of
solutions, Tess Mariano," a social worker
and CRIO officer for Barrio Escopa felt that
"social and economic programs are so
packaged that if the areaconcerned is blighted,
you just have to work with fixed programs
such as feeding centers for the malnourished
and green revolutioncampaigns. ShestreSsed
the lack of foresight of government agencies
who dictate such solutions, in being able to
program "only such that will have immediate
impact on the people and not solutions which
will really strike the roots of the problem."

In any event the City Planning Office once
again called for community assemblies
where the "proposed" plans were presented
to the residents. These meetings were
generally addressed to the household heads.
Querieson the plans were entertained during
the open forums. Proposals which were
judged feasible by the planners were
guaranteed inclusion in the plan. However,
these proposals were few and far between.
The BarangayChairman of Escopa 3 related
that among the suggestions which were con
sidered by the planners, most dealt with
such aspects as increasing the width of
proposed roads or improving the drainage
located near their house. In sizing up the
attitudes of the residents during the open
forums, Mariano and the barangay chairmen
were one In the opinion that residents who

·Tess Mariano joined the City Planning Office
In 1976.
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ventured to ask Questions generally delved
on very personal matters which the former
just chose to dismiss. The residents merely
reacted to particular aspects of the plan
which would touch or affect them. Most of
them were more interested in attacking the
plans. Mariano felt during these meetings
that the people were generally passive and
complacent towards the project in the sense
that they thought such plans were "good"
but would not really care much until they sea
it implemented. She observed that roughly
60 per cent of the population had this kind of
attitude.

In the course of the plan preparation, the
physical planning sector later came up with
a proposed layout of facilities and utilities in
the areaand suggestions to improve housing
structures in the community. The plan which
was posted in the barrio chapel for three
months, specifically designated by colors
which houses would have to be demolished
to give way for the construction of the
proposed community facilities, utilities and
roads, which should be repaired only, which
should be rebuilt totally, and Which should
be kept intact. The homes of two residents
interviewed were to be demolished in part to
give way for the widening of roads. The inter·
vieweesfelt bad about it but could only resign
themselves to such decisions. They thought
such plans to be "good" but only when cern
pared to what they presently have in the area.
Less than half of the residents interviewed
also expressed apathytowardsthese meetings
because most of them were working and felt
tired already in the afternoons when such
meetings were called.One residentexpressed
Impatience over the very long planning
preparation. Except for three respondents,
five of them refuse to believe the planners
anymore because they represented the
government. The CRIO officer even reported
incidences of the planners' being sneered at
by the residents. The concrete manifestation
of apathy, as expressed by Mariano, was in
the very poor attendance in the succeeding
general assemblies. Roughly 200 household
heads attended these meetings out of the
1,246 families In the area.These assemblias
failed to generate the size of crowds that
flocked to the "Information Caravan". However,
assemblies went on for at least once a month
till the plans were more or less firmed up.



The barrio-wide assembly meetings were
complemented by smaller meetings held in
each barangay, which generally came in
much the same frequency as the former. But
like other meetings, It generally sought to
relay to the people the progress In the plans.
Questions were likewise entertained at the
open forums. Assessing the responses of
the residents during meetings, one barangay
chairman commented that generally the
people preferred to listen than to ask
questions. One resident Interviewed however
commented that where people ask "intelligent
questions" they were automatically branded
as subversives. These meetings failed to
generate the participation of even half the
number of household heads In each barangay.

The plannera did not generally rely on
feedbacks from such community meetings,
but took more time to sit with the barangay
and other community leaders In caucuses at
the City Planning Office in Quezon City Hall.
Such importance was attached to the
barangay officials that they were even taken
to a seminar In Los Banos In Laguna to
discuss plans for Barrio Escopa. To see to It
however that the suggestions correspond
with the general planning scheme for the
place as they laid It down, the planners had
the last say as to the rationality of proposals
broached by the residents. The Barangay
Chairman of Escopa 1 commenting on the
probability of acceptance of residents'
proposals, said: "Slguro sa limampung pro
posals, dalawa ang natatanggap" (perhaps
two out of fifty proposals are accepted).
The community assemblies and meetings at
the City Planning Office went on until the
generai plans were completed in early 1976.
From then on the planning activities in the
barrio dwindled tllliate 1977when the project
was subsumed under the Zonal Improvement
Program.

Participation InPlan Implementation
As conceived In the strategy for implemen·

tatton of the Barrio Escopa Urban Develop
ment Project, the same three levels of organ
ization in the community which were iden·
tifled to function actively during the plan
preparation stage were to be tapped as well
during this stage of planning. The develop
ment programs recommended would be
presented to the Citizen'S Committee from
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where the creation of sectoral task forces
would folloW. These task forces, in coordina
tion with the planning team and other govem
ment and private agencies, would initiate the
immediate Implementation of the develop
ment programs.

The vision, however, failed to materialize
because of petty rivalries and the pursuit of
vested interests among the members of
the CC.Specifically, the rift was between the
barangayofficials and the civic organizations,
both of whom strongly felt the urge to
outshine each other in terms of accomplish
ments In community projects. Armed with a
legal status, the barangay leaders exploited
their position to quell opposition in their
respective area. The Barangay Chairman of
Escopa 2 represented an extreme case. He
refused to gIve recognition to and subse
quently suppressed all organizations In his
area. Justified the chairman: "Plnutol ko ito
dahil puro kumakalaban sa gobyerno" (These
groups must be stopped because they are all
anti-government).

Byvirtue of a Memorandum Circular issued
in 1977by the Ministry of Local Government
and Community Development, which directed
the creation of planning councils In all barrios,
the Barangay Development Council was
formed in Barrio Escopa to repiace the CC.
It was composed of the four (4) barangay
captains, one member from the barangay
council, a teacher,and four (4)representatives
from the barangay. These representatives
were voted upon by the people In a secret
balloting. For her part, Mariano put In some
extra personal effort to Insure a clean election
by assigning residents as pollwatchers in
the counting. The council did away with the
representatives from the local organizations
but kept the barangay leaders in position.
One respondent expressed misgivings about
the wisdom of this arrangement of including
the barangay leaders when she claimed that
their barangay chairman had the backing of
some politicians In City Hall. Mariano of the
CRIO likewise had doubts about the way
these barangay leaders were chosen. They
were placed in power by virtue of an election
held in the basketball court whereincandidates
with the most number of raised hands In
their favor were prOClaimed the winners.
She thought that some candidates then
resorted to "hakutan" or hauling flying voters
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from other barangaysto raise hands for them.
Thus, she expressed resentment about
having to deal with established political
leaders ''whlch one can't do without whether
they are credible or not because they have
legal authority." In most cases, she claimed,
the barangay leaders provedto be complacent
with their duties and she had to resort to
other Informal leaders to help her reach the
people. Some of the reasons she cited for
such complacency were: 1) three of the four
berangay chairmenwere employed somewhere
else and thus had limited time for the project,
and 2) they were not Interested In attending
meetings where persons or groups they do
not exactly like were present. In any case,
Mariano felt consolation in the fact that the
barangaychairmen were outnumbered in the
set-up of the new council by the ordinary
residents.

Towardsthe end of 19n the plan implemen
tation stage of the upgrading program for
Barrio Escopa got underway through the
then newly-launched Zonal Improvement
Program. For planners at the Quezon City
Hall, the new program meant nothing but a
plain change In name. However, the task
appeared doubly hard for them. It had been
almost three (3) years since the plans were
formUlated and It washardto generateinterest
againamongthe same residents.Furthermore,
Mariano resented the fact that While Barrio
Escopa should command the fUll-time work
of one CRIO officer to be able to relate well
with the people, It was not a feasible set-up
as there were only six (6)CRIOofficers in the
City Planning Office to attend to 30 blighted
areas undergoing upgrading simultaneously.

Among the early plans which were Impie
mented In the barrio were the construction
of a health center and the Installation of
public faucets and water pipes. The work for
these projects, however, coincided with the
campaign period for the Interim Batasang
Pambansa. Thus, it made things easier for
the Barangay Devalopment Council which
was then entrusted with the task of mobilizing
the residents for community assemblies.
These assemblies were made colorfUl with
the attendanceof candidates from contending
parties, eagerly smJUng and shaking hands
and making promises to the residents to win
their votes. The Interest of the people gained
momentum at this particular period of plan-
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nlng, especially so when the First Ladyherself
came over and promised them the Immediate
Improvement of the place.

After election, such zest subsided when
they noticed that nothing much really
happened.The residents Interviewed claimed
that the new water pipes installed In the
community were without water and the health
center was unmanned. These same residents
also felt that these facilities were just
political gimmicks.

In August 1978, the planners began work
on the reblocklng of areas. Concretely the
tasks involved coming up with some fair
estimates of lot allotment for each reSident
household covered by the census." The re
alignment of the tots and how the present
structure of houses would fit Into this arrange
ment were to be tJecldedby the occupants of
the lots themselves. According to one plan
ning officer from City Hall, this was possible
only where there Is concrete involvement of
the residents In the program, outside of
participation In the census-survey. The
planners met the residents by blocks to
discuss lot and structure arrangements. The
physical planning sector then worked out the
measurements to adjust the sizes of lots.
They had to change over and over again to
meet specifications by the residents, which
did not prove to be an easy task. At this
Writing, the reblocking Is stili Inching Its way
around In the area and had covered only
one block In Barangay1.

CASE STUDY 2: BAGONG BARRIO

$oclo-Economic ProfileandPhysicalProfile
The Bagong Barrio ZIP Project In Caloocan

City Is the biggest In Metro Manila In terms
of land area. There are 10,900households In
Bagong Barrio Proper with a total population
of 59,600. With the blighted areassurrounding

,.As a matter of polley, the planners disallowed
the entry of new residents to the area after the
census. The polley though was not strictly enforCed
by the barangay leaders Who were responsible for
its !mplementatlon. To make things worse. Mariano
claimed, they even aided illegal entrants to the
place.



it, another 700 households are added to the
total clientele of the Bagong Barrio project.

Bagong Barrio is located along four major
roads in Caloocan Clty-Epifanio delos
Santos Avenue (EOSA), North Diversion Road,
MacArthur Highway and Quirino Avenue. It is
bounded on the north by the Araneta Univer·
sity complex. The site is fairly large with
54.7hectares. The North Diversion Road cuts
the area into two parts-the west and the
east sides. Entrance from the expressway
is possible only from one direction. Access
from other nearby roads is possible through
Quirino Avenue.

The site is separated from EOSA and
MacArthur Highway by industrial and resi
dential areas. Access is through narrow roads
which are 6 to 8 meters wide with little
possibility of Widening. It also has access to
several commercial centers. Adjacent areas
especially to the south towards EDSA and
along MacArthur Highway are a poor mix of
industrial and residential land uses. The site
itself is a completely bullt·up area that is
wholly residential in nature. There are some
commercial and light industrial establish·
menta along Malolos Avenue which serves
as the community'S main center.

As of the 1978census, the target population
is 59,636, number of households is 10,904
and average household size is 5.5. Some
73 per cent of the households are nuclear
families which explains the relatively small
hoUsehold size. The age breakdown reveals
42 per cent of the population are below
15years of age.

The number of housing structures within
Bagong Barrio total 5,042.The ratio of house
holds per structure Is 2.16meaning there are
approximately 11.83 persons per structure.
this is quite high in comparison with other
ZIP areas. The average density is about 200
families or 1,088 persons per hectare. The
structures in the areatend to be comparatively
large so doubling up of households Is quite
high. Majority of the households, have been
in the area for more than five years. The
community is quite cohesive and the neigh
borhood is quite closely knit

The main problem In Bagong Barrio is land
tenure. The entire area is privately owned
and there are about 19 claimants. It has
~ever been established who the actual owners
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are. Records show that after the second
World War, migrants settled in the area.
Since then more and more families have
joined the original settlers. Of the 10,904
households 556 or 5.09 per cent are renting
the structures In the area while only 657 or
5.97 per cent are owners of the structures
they occupy. The rest are self·made structures.

Sources of water in the area are the deep
wells while those of Barangay 143 and 144
are the MWSS pipelines. Powerllnes In 1970
were from franchise holders and not all of
the POPulation availed of the service. In the
latter part of 1977, powerllnes from MERALCO
have been Installed as part of Mayor Flder's
program to uplift conditions in the area.

Bagong Barrio has a well-defined grid
pattern of road network that carries most of
Its traffic. Except for General nnlo Street
and a portion of Reposo Street, all roads to
Bagong Barrio are unpaved. Public transport
Is by jeepneys and tricycles. Malolos Avenue
Is the widest and most Important road which
also serves as the commercial center. It varies
In width from 8 to 12 meters. In the western
side, General Tlnlo serves as the access road
to Bagong Barrio from EOSA. The main
access road to Bagong Barrio from EOSA Is
General de Jesus Street.

At the time of the Interviews (August·
september, 1978), the roads including Malolos
Avenue were Impassable by car because of
the big potholes created by rainwaters.
Unlike Tondo Foreshore which is a huge
squatter colony with no street pattern,
Bagong Barrio has access routes which
make it easier to plan (physically).

The Philippine l.ong Distance Telephone
Company (PLOT) has instalted telephone
communication lines In Bagong Barrio. The
lines cut across major roads especially
Malolos Avenue. The PLOT plans to Improve
and widen Its coverage as soon as implemen·
tatlon of ZIP starts.

There are about 30 civic organizations in
Bagong Barrio, the objectives of which range
from beautification campaigns to skills
development. The most active organizations
in the area: the Homeowners' Federation,
Disaster Brigade, Kababalhang Barangay ng
\<alookan and religious groups headed by the
pariSh priest, Fr. Villanueva.
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Community Participation In the
Planning ProceH

On July 21,1977, a memorandum of agree
ment between the local government of
caloocen and the National Housing Authority
was signed to organize a project team that
would undertake the planning of Bagong
Barrio.The said project team would be under
the direction of the executive Assistant.
A loan of tt224,OOO was released by the NHA
for the salaries and other administrative
expenses Incurred for planning of the site.

The expected outputs of the ZIP team in
Bagong Barrio are a conceptual framework
plan which includes a situational analysis,
Identification of problems and iHues, pro
posed strategies for development; formulation
of planning standards; and a study of the
need to expropliate additional land. The final
output should show detailed feasibility
studies and identification of project com
ponents which Include detailed engineering
or physical layout.

Thus,the project team would be manned
by four (4) planners, a technical staff of
fifteen (15) people, research staff and a
drafting pool.

The plan, furthermore, should meet the
following criteria:

1. social and political acceptablilty
2. economic and financial viability
3. technical or engineering feasibility
4. plan should result In economic, physical

and social development of the people.

More specifically,
1. The plan should minimize dislocation

of residents.
2. The plan should be affordable to project

beneficiaries.
3. Planning should be done with maximum

community participation and consulta
tion.

4. Design standards should be flexible
considering upgrading characteristics
of the plan.

5. The plan should be flexible enough to
absorb revisions of certain components.

6. The plan should be consistent with the
5-)'&ar and long-term upgrading program
that the city is going to prepare.

In October 1977, Mayor Alejandro Fider
and his staff organized a ZIP project team
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that should undertake the planning of
Bagong Barrio. The team was given an office
at the ground floor of the City Hall Building,
Caloocan City. By October, the project team
had a chief planner, Michael Molina, one
engineer and an architect together with two
(2) social workers and a clerical staff.
Administratively, the ZIP team was under the
Mayor'S Office. However, there was full
coordination with the National Housing
Authority and Metropolitan Manila Commis
sion.

The task of going through the previous
plans of Bagong Barrio was one of the major
activities of the project team. With this, the
need to update data and prepare street maps
became another major activity of the newly
organized team. The group agreed right from
the very start that discussions with the
people are Important Inputs In planning. The
team (as related by M. Molina) believed that
the people are In a best position to determine
who could effectively work for the needs and
Interests of the community.

In November 1977,the staff met informally
with the people through the barangayleaders
and religious groups Informing them about
the project. This was the first attempt to
consult with the people. Legal documents
such as lOI555 and Memorandum 6-77were
presented. The people'S initial reactions
were: "How much will It cost them If given
such services?" "When will actual construc
tion start?" "Is the ZIP project a political
gimmick or one strategy for Identifying who
are for the governmentand Who are against?"
"Will my properties be expropriated?" "Will
my house be demoliShed?"

Thus, the project team felt the need for a
formal meeting With recognized leaders such
asthe parishp1iest. Someof the most respected
organizations were the Homeowners' Federa
tion and the Kababalhang Barangay ng
Kalookan.

Bagong Barrio, as a community, Is divided
Into factions and according to M. Molina, the
coordinator of ZIP Bagong Barrio, the first
challenge they encountered was to organize
the first meeting with various groups. The
objectives of these meetings were to inform
the people about the project and to gain their
confidence. The first meeting was more of an
acquaintance party. The various groups were
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DIAGRAM I

ORGANIZATIONAL SET-UP of ZIPTEAM BAGONG BARRIO

NATIONAL HOUSING AUTHORITY

CONSULTANTS

CLERICAL AND OTHER
SUPPORT SERVICES

represented in that first meeting. The second
meeting was more formal. In this second
meeting, the ZIP team Informed the various
leaders the need for census-tagging and the
formation of the Caloocan Community Plan
ning Council (CPC). The census-tagging
survey Includes the structure survey which
records the conditions of the structure Within
Bagong Barrio. This reveals an actual field
Information on how many structures are the
true project beneficiaries of the ZIP. This is
quite important on the part of the ZIP project
team. Structures that are not In the census
tagging sheet are automatically disqualified
from ZIP benefits. The ZIP has a code of
policies which states that "on any repair,
remodelling or additional eenatruetien made
on the existing structure, the owner should
first seek the approval of the ZIP team In the
Caloocan Municipal Hall."

Hence, there was a need for field surveyors
to undertakethe census surveyWhich Involved
10,000households and 5,000structures. The
barangay captains stra,ssed that barangays
should undertake the tagging survey since
they are quite familiar wIth the place, but the
ZIP project teams knOWing that barangay
captains have biases and misled interests
politely refused. On the part of the ZIP project
team, this was a wise move but out of the
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10 barangay captains Interviewed, six re
marked that the barangay captains should
have been given the authority to make the
census survey since they know the residents
(at this part.of the Interview, various barangay
captains related several incidents wherein
outsiders or non-residents of Bagong Barrio
hurriedly transferred to Bagong Barrio just to
be included in the census-tagging. As a result,
there was misrepresentation of true benefi
ciaries of the project. The census-tagging
survey therefore had to be done all over
again. Most of the barangay captains Inter
viewed remarked that there was wastage of
time and effort.

While the census-tagging was going on,
the interviewers conducting the survey
reported in their "daily report sheets" that
some residents expressed varied reactions
ranging from apprehension to Impatience to
cynism. Some tended to dismiss the project
as another political gimmick since at the
time of the survey the campaign for the
Interim National Assembly elections was in
full SWing. Others would rather see projects
being Implemented rather than plans
prepared. Still others were afraid they would
be made to pay for the cost of the community
facilities and improvements, and additional
expense they could III afford.
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The residents of Bagong Barrio became
more aware of the ZIP project during the
census-tagging activity. The residents Inquired
if they were going to be relocated, or
should their houses be demolished for road
rights-of-way. A member of homeowners
started to evict their tenants ior fear that the
houses would be awarded to said tenants.
Ten~nts who wanted to avoid trouble con
cededto the demands of homeowners. Other
tenants who stayed were harassed by home
owners (stoning houses, blocking rights of
way,black propaganda, etc.).Other strategies
used by homeowners Included not accepting
the payment of tenants so they could havea
reason for evicting them for non-payment;
asking tenants to vacate the house tempora
rily because they were going to have the
house repaired or members of their family
were coming; increasing rentais; and threat·
ening tenants with a case in court.

Shortly before the census·tagging, the
Kababaihang Barangay ng Kalookan formed
working blocks. There were mass meetings
shortiy before the census survey through
these working biocks. The ZIP project team
mobilized barangay leaders so that mass
meetings were scheduled. The purposes of
these meetings were to inform the people on
the developments of the project and to
explain the Importance of structural survey.
These meetings were scheduled every
Monday, Wednesday and saturday-from
December1977to mid-February 1978. About
200 persons composing representatives
from 34 barangays attended each meeting.
Information brigades were organized for
information dissemination and feedback
taking. Census interview, included govern·
ment employees on rural service assigned to
Caloocan, employees of the City Hall,
members of the KBK, architecture students
and new hires..

Thelocationand time of generalassemblies
.were suggested by barangay captains con
cerned. The speakers included barangay
captains, Michael Molina, Marissa Pablo,
Myra Hechanova and other members of the
ZIP team. As the meeting went on, the ZIP
project team noticed that slowly, they were
gaining the confidence of the people. Hence,
the census-tagging and the structural map
which showed the exact location of all struc
tures found in the area together with its
owners werecompleted.
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At this point in time, the ZIP project team
informed the barangay captains about the
need for an Interim community planning
counCil. This council is supposed to consist
of areal and sectoral representatives of the
various barangays. Sectors included are the
workers, unemployed, small businessmen,
PTA, religious, youth, women, professionals,
barangay leeders, zone chairmen, housing
cooperatives, homeowners associations.
Each member of the community planning
council would organize and handle one
working group to be composed of
people from different sectors in the eommu
nity. The members of the working group
would in turn organize and handle one cell
each, the composition of which is also
sectoral. One of the most important
functions of the CPCwas to coordinate with
the project team. When problems/decisions
had to be resolved, the project team would
consult the community planning council
which In turn consulted the working groups.
The working groups would then present the
problem to the people explaining issues and
their implications, gathering their reactions
and suggestions. These reactions and
suggestions would then be brought up after
discussion through the samechannel.

selection oftheCommunity Planning Council
The ideal procedure for seiecting

members of the community planning council
Is to have an election. It should be the
residents who should know the people likely
to represent their Interests. Having elections
however, was too much to think of at this
point in time. Almost half of the barangay
heeds interviewed claimed tllat a CPC was
not necessary.Tiley felt that the functions of
the CPCcould be aooomplished by barangay
captains. The ZIP project team on the other
hand claimed that the CPC was just an
"interim" body. An election could be called
by the people when there was a need for it.
Barangay caPtains interviewed felt that the
CPCshould havebeencomposedof barangay
captains since tlley are the ones most
knowledgeable about issues and problems
in the area.The ZIP team, however, objeoted
to this proposal stating that barangay
captains may be appointed to the CPC but
the organization should also be sectoral in
composition. Hence, the members of the
CPCwerehandpicked.



At this point In time (February-March) It
was the height of IBP election campaigns.
In order that the CPe would not be Identified
with the "Marcos Administration", "pro
LABAN" (OPposition-leaning) sectoraileaders
were appointed to the CPC. To facilitate
information dissemination. 19 working
groups under CPC were trained on how to
explain concepts and plans to discussion
groups. At this point, community participa
tion was crucial because engineering and
physical designs were the Issues and there
was a need to consult the people just where
they wanted the community facilities be put
up. how' wide should the roads be, Where
they wanted the schools to be located.

The first meeting of the Community Plan
ning Council was more of an "acquaintance
and get-to-know you" affair. The second
meeting was held and more serious matters
were taken up such as the discussion and
ratification of the Code of Policies whereby

.each section was thoroughly discussed by
the project team and the 19 appointed
members of the cpe. The need to approve
the physical plans also was' taken up-the
project team stressed the need to acquire
two blockS for community facilities. The
project team presented four alternative
schemes. The fourth scheme Involved the
use of a lot of two blocks situated In the
boundary of Bagong Barrio for this purpose.
The parish priest was in favor of this scheme
becauseIt meant less dislocation of families.
The three other schemes Involved.massive
relocation of fammes as the facilities (I.e.,
SChOOlS, cliniCS) had to be distributed accord
Ingly among all barangays. It was tM
consensus of the OPC that the people be
asked to choose among the four schemes by
voting. Concept 4 (vacant lot alternative) got
the overwhelming majority. Hence,the project
team endorsedthe concept to the community.
All of the respondents In the Interview re
vealed that they were asked to choose
among the four concepts but respondents In
Barangays 143 and 144 said they voted for
Concept 1. Barangay situated In the center
along Malolos Avenue related that they were
for Concept 4 since their homes would be
affected by road widening and construction
of community facilities. Since the concen
tration of residents is along Malol08 Avenue.
Concept 4 was preferred In this area. In the
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interviews, the respondents askedIf Concept4
really won and wondered what NHA was
going to do about it. Some other questions
were "Will NHA release the money for com
munity facilities?" "Willwe still be asked to
transfer now that Concept 4 has been
approved?" "When wlJl the Implementation
start?" The project team made it a polley not
to mention dates since the residents Interpret
statements literally and oftentimes they
ramemberdates. Of those Interviewed. about
a half of them asked WhetherNHA was going
to release the moneY for community facilities.
This gesture Indicates that the residents are
weli aware of the problem that the ZIP Is
supposed to solve. Michael Molina on the
other hand assured them that the proposal
can not be finalized yet and NHA was not
definite in reieaslng additional loans for the
expropriation of another two blockS.A decree
has already been signed which expropriates
the whole of Bagong Barrio.

On August 1,1978, the ZIP Staff whiChwas
organized under the office of the executive
Assistant of the Mayor of Caloocan was
"ab8orbed" by the National Housing Authority.
Because of the administrative changes, the
ZIP team Is Waiting for the NHA's approval of
Concept.4 and release of funds. MeanWhile,
the ZIP team, In coordination with the CPO
end berangay leaders has bean Investigating
various reports of local residents on Illegal
90natructlonlremodelllnglrepair of structures
not reported to the ZIP staff. .

ANALYSIS

The experiences of Bagong Barrio and
Barrio Escopa revealed varying degrees of
citizen participation. Evidences from the two
cases point to the fact that CP Is generally a
function of the local pianners' willingness to
allow the residents of these two communities
to have a hand In the plan to "Improve" their
liVing conditions. But this participation
hardly went beyond placetlon. For one thing,
the basic decisions on the nature of ZIPas a
program have been made In a prior planning
process. 'Though partlolpatlon through any
other forms could Influenoe to a certain
degree the direction this program would
finally assume, the fundamental purpose and
administrative framework had already been
established somewhere outside the project
area. Hence. subetantlal Involvement of the
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poor could not be claimed. Theslum improve
ment program of the government for which
ZIPwasa part, was launched via Presidential
issuances which spelled out the problems
for the squatters as basically poor housing
conditions and unhealthy environment. The
same directives set up mechanics of imple
mentation to attack the problem as seen
from the top, so to speak.

If the program missed out on the oppor
tunity to Involve the people in its problem
determination stage, the next effort by the
planners merely called for Introducing the
program to the -residents. The "Information
caravan" gimmick to initially attract the
residents of Barrio Escopa to the program
was a glaring example. The incentives used
to cajole the residents like little kids into
attending the initial community assemblies
was an admission of the unpopularity of
government programs. The number of resi
dents then who massed up for the program
could be taken as an Indicator of the strength
of the program for they were there obviously
for other reasons_

Although the meetings were limited to
community leaders, the Bagong Barrio plan
ning group employed a similar move of
cajoling the residents by tendering an
acquaintance party. These selected group
meetings however,appearedto provide more
ground for developing rapport between both
camps-with the planners supposedly
gaining the confidence of the residents after
sometime_ The planners likewise used the
party to bring warring organizations to settle
their conflicts. The true intentions of the
planners were only divulged when this
atmosphere was achieved. Such a neat
programming of actions on the part of the
Bagong Barrio planners may be partially
explained by the fact that they were working
only on one ZIP area as compared to the
other group who were saddled with a bigger
responsibility of handling 29 other ereas.
Nevertheless, the two groups took the most
Important first step toward legitimate citizen
participation-that of informing the citizens
about impending programs.

The census survey was conducted for both
areas In general, to determine the problems
of the residents. At the problem determina
tion stage, no efforts were made to solicit
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from the poor their specific perceptions of
their needsviaopen discussion.

Ideally, the conduct of the census-surVey
would have been most effectively done by
the community leaders themselves because
they could easily spot Illegal entries of
residents wishing to partake of the promised
awarding of lots in squatter areas. But the
Bagong Barrio planners also acted wisely In
stealing the scene from the unscrupUlous
barangay leaders who have aggravated the
problem by smuggling In Illegal residents of
theIr own choice In the duration of the
census.

The prepared plan was delivered to the
residents of Barrio Escopa via the same
method of community assemblies. Despite
efforts to disseminate Information about the
meetings through notices, poor attendance
andparticIpation during discussion prevailed.
Queries or opinions during open forums
generally reflected the predisposition of the
lOW-Income groups to be overwhelmed by
the concrete daily needs of their often crisis
ridden lives, thus failing to look at the plan
from a community-wIde perspective. SUCh
reactions however, may be explained in
terms of the fact that the residents were
reacting only to the plan and In an IndIvidual
capacity.

The lack of organization was very evident.
The objections raised about the plan did not
usually lead to the reconsIderation of the
entire plan but only resulted In mere modifi
cation of the original plans to meet the
expressed objections to particular details.

While It was heartening to note that
Bagong BarrIo presented alternative plans to
be voted upon by the people, the process
merely exposed the technIcians' choIces to
the review of the residents who at that poInt
in time could only exercIse a limited partici
patIon. The rejection of the other proposad
plans represented a negative reaction to
threats against Immediate self-interest, such
as the potential demolition of one's residence
to make way for public facilities, rather than
because the chosen alternative was really
thought to be good in itself.

For another thing the presence of a legiti
mate organization determines to a great
extent the degree of Cohesiveness and
strength of communities to press for their



ptliOrities. In the beginning of plan preparation,
poor organization life In both communities
led 'to Inabilities to influence the conditions
in which they live.

The political orga.nlzatlon of the barangay
councils were found by some respondents of
BarrioEscapa to be of questionable legitimacy.
Pointing to the fact that these officials were
put Into power by other "means" outside of
secret balloting, some residents expressed
disbelief In their sincerity to represent them.
The planners nevertheless begrudgingly
worked with them tselng legal entities In the
barangay with the aid of other leaders they
found more reliable.

The barangay leaders servedto encourage
factionalism in the areawhen they refused to
recognize organizations Which outshone
them in terms of achievements. Authori
tarianism and self-Interest were very evident
In such acts as wiping out the legitimate
organizations of the people.

The planner-sponsJred Citizens' Committee
became Incapacitated because of such petty
rivalries. But failure may likewise be attributed
to the fact that these organizations were
created by the planners and did not spring
from the peoplers perceived need of their
importance.

In Bagong Barrio, the barangay councils
werealso madeto diSCharge some functions.
But the planners took concrete actions to
sidestep the barangay councils as In the
refusal by the planners to allow them to
handle the census survey. The creation of
the Community Planning CounCil with areal
and sectoral characteristics to moblllze the
residents for the ZIP was likewise an Indlct~
ment of the barangay councils. The original
intention to exact from the barangays
greater responslblllties in the Implementation
of priority programs such as this was not
considered In view of the above arguments.

With an orientation directed at grassroots
participation, the CPC gave voice to the
people down to the block and neighborhood
level. However, the 19 leaders appointed to
the CPe werehandpickedonly by thQplanners.
It may open doubt again as to Its legitimacy
as were the fate of the barangay councils.

The CPC and the newly created Barangay
Development CounCil of Barrio Escopa to
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replace the CC had ambiguously defined
rights and responsibilities. While It Is true
that at one tlma the CPC did involve
themselves in mobiliZing the people to vote
on a plan, generally the citizens could not'
participate beyond the extent the Planners'
decided to placate them. The planners still
called the shots In major decisions. The case
of Barrio Escopa struck a sadder chord when
even the planners admitted to really involving
their people only at Its Implementation stage
when so much of the plan had been laid
down already. The most one could ask for in
reblocking for example, was only a few
meters Increaseor decrease in lot sizes.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The politico-administrative framework In
which planning operated clearly defined for
the residents the opportunities for or con
straints to participation. The ZIP was an
output of an authoritarian political system
which was highly centrist in approach and
involved minimal participation of the people.
The participative meChanisms specified the
Issues to be tackled as well as the means of
tackling them. The residents did not have a
say In questions such as for what then, and
how they participated.

With the exception of the barangay eoen
ells, other communityorganlzetionsIn the area
wereformed Into committees by the planners
to facilitate acceptanceof the plans. However,
the representativeness of leaders chosen
particularly in Bagong Barrio, appeared
questionable on account of the selection
process. More important however Is the feet
that those organizations did not originally
spring from the people's perceived need of
their importance. As mere creations of the
planners, these organizations were not ex
pected to equally share wltb the former their

.powers In decision-making.Though mitigated
by certain political prooesses such as voting
on proposed plansanddecislonson reblocklng,
citizen participation was only execlsed to
the extent the planners decided to placate
the people.

To the extent of the fact. however, that
people should be given control and manage
ment of the built environment In which theY
live,citizen participation should be Interpreted
along a broader democratic framework. In
forums for participation, the people should
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be askedto makedecisions as humanbeings
who have something valid to say about how
they would want planning for their community
to proceed.

For this purpose,. community Planning
councils Shouldbe democraticallyconstituted.
The building of such organization can be
done only by the people themselves. Even
the best non-resident community organizer
and planner who has democratic convictions
and practices can not build a citizens' organ
Ization to a complete structure. He can serve
as a stimulus, a catalytic agent, and render
Invaluable services In the Initial stagas of
organization. He can lead In the laying down
of the foundations-but only the people and
their own leaders can build their organiza
tions.

Such Internally organized groups can
achieve for the citizens dominant declslo.n
making authority over plans and programs.
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They are able to negotiate through their
leaders conditions under which "outsiders"
may change them, True community partici
pation means getting the people'S views
about their problems and buliding these Into
the planning process from the beginning,
and constantly Checking back with them to
see If these werewhat they really had In mind.
It would call for adequate representation of
the citizens In planning boards for this
purpose.

CItizen participation is the only guarantee
that people will be wlillng to abide by the
terms of today's social contract. Through
citizen participation they can have sufficient
faith In the system to feel that It Is In their
best Interest to walt for the next round of
·meetlngs to press for stili better terms within
the framework of orderly dialogue and nego
tiations. Otherwise, the bargaining shifts to
the streets. 0
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news . . .planning news . . .planning

Planning forUrban Development

Another batch of representatives of va
rious planning offices In Metro Manila are
here with us for four months to undergo
training/workshops on "Planning for Urban
Development." In line with the objective of
the Institute to provide extension services In
developmentplanning, the course alms:

1. To Introduce the theories and concepts
of development and urbanization that
are appropriate and effective to the
planning of our urbandevelopment;

2. To provide the participants with a great
er understanding of the social, econo
mic, political and Institutional conte#xt

wherein urban planning takes place;
and

3: To develop further the ability of the
participants to Influence urban develop
ment in a desirable manner through
wise planning decision.

The participants Include: Luis T. Cruz,
Marlbelle J. Diu, Marcus l. Fernando, Lilia
T. Franco, Bernardo R. Laurena, Zoralda N.
Medlda, Claro S. Patag, Reynaldo B. Ramos,
Edmundo A. Sadie, Ruben C. San Diego,
Rogello A. sese, Nicandro J. Santiago,Gloria
B.Tamayoand Myrlam S.Tordesillas.

Back from Tanzania

Prof. Tito C. Flrmallno Is back from Tan
zania as a member of a United Nations Team
that assisted the Prime Minister's office of
the said African Nation In the preparation

of Training programs designed to upgrade
planning skUls of planners and planning
assistants at the district and regional levels.

Prof. Tlto C. Flrmallno, second from right, with Village Leadefl Interviewed for a study on
community sell-reliance.
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news . . .planning news . . .planning

India Sojoum

Cynthia Aivarez. a Research Associate of the
Institute of Environmental Planning, is back
from University of Lucknow, India where she
attended the "Second Programme for
Overseas Administrators on Planning and
Management of UrbanDevelopment."

The Course focused on problems reiated
to the management of urban settlement and
on the role of the administrators in solving
those problem. The objectives were the

following: the development of management
skills for the solution of multifarious urban
problems; the imparting of knowledge in
managerial techniques in planning, imple
menting, and evaluating urban development
projects; and equipping the participant with
skills In applying these techniques in their
respective areasof operation.

She was away from January 12 to March
20,1981.

Cynthie M. Alverez In e field tour In connection with the "2nd Programme for Overseas Admi
nistrators on Planning and Manegement on UrbanDevelopment".
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About the Contributors

HUMBERTO U. AMORANTO is concurrently Regional Executive Di
rector of the National Economic and Development Authority Re
gional Office and Chairman of the Executive Committee of the
Regional Development CounCil of the Southern Tagalog Region.
In these two capacities, he has Institutionalized the Planning
Assistance Service to Rural Araas (PASTORA) Project In South
ern Tagalog and initiated improvements In the planning and im
plementation of regional development Investment programs.
He.has served as Executive Director of the City Planning Com
mission of Quezon City and Project Director of the Palawan Inte
grated Development Planning Project.

GERARDO S. CALABIA Is Associate Professor of Urban and Regional
Planning In the University of the Philippines, Institute of Envl·
ronmental Planning. He previbusly published an article in the
Philippine Planning Journal on the "Development of a Data Bank
for Urban and Regional Planning In the Philippines" and co
authored with Asteya M. Santiago an article on the "Study of
Growth Centers and Areas for Future Urbari Expansion in Land
Reform Arees." His present interests are in Improving theories
and mathods in regional and subregional planning. He currently
serves as Regional Housing Consultant to the National Economic
and Development Authority, Regional Office of Southern Tagalog
Region.

PATRICIA CORDERO is Project Coordinator of the Land Investment
Trust Program of the Home Financing Corporation. She obtained
the degrees of Bachelor of Arts in Economics and Master in Ur
ban and Regional Planning, both from the University of the Philip
pines. She has been involved, In various capacities, in several
planning projects, particularly housing.
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TITOC. FIRMALlNO Is Associate Professor of Environmental Planning
at the Universityof the Phlllppines. He holds two master's degrees:
one in Public Administration from U.P. and the other In Com
munity and Regional Planning from the University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, Canada. He was recipient of the United
Nations Fellowship Grant to study Metropolitan Regional Plan
ning in six selected countries and the British Council Fellowship
Grant to attend the Special Course in Urban Planning in the Uni
versity College London. For a time, he was a member of a United
Nations Team which assisted the Prime Minister's Office of Tan
zania In the preparation of training programs designed to upgrade
planning skills of planners and planning assistants at the district
and regional levels.

He has written numerous articles In the fields of public ad
ministration and town and country planning.

EVANGELINE T. LOPEZ Is Development Management Officer at the
Human settlements Development Corporation. She holds two
degrees from the University of the Philippines: Bachelor of Arts
major In Psychology, and Master In Urban and Regional Planning.

KAM SIM YEN NG is a Graduate Student In the Institute of Environ
mental Planning, University of the Philippines. She obtained the
degree of Bachelor of Science In Architecture In the University
of Santo Tomas.
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